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Résumé en Langue Française
Que le phénomène découle d’une prise de conscience des conséquences sur l’environ-
nement, d’une opportunité économique ou d’une question de réputation et de com-
merce, la réduction des émissions de gaz à effets de serre est récemment devenue un
objectif de premier plan. Les individus, les entreprises et les gouvernements effectuent
un effort important pour réduire la dépense énergétique de multiples secteurs d’activité.
Parallèlement, les technologies de l’information et de la communication sont de plus en
plus présentes dans la plupart des activités humaines et l’on a estimé que 2 % des
émissions de gaz à effets de serre pouvaient leur être attribuées, cette proportion at-
teignant 10 % dans les pays fortement industrialisés [1,2].
Si ces chiffres paraissent raisonnables aujourd’hui, ils sont certainement appelés
à croître à l’avenir. À l’heure du cloud computing, les infrastructures de calcul et de
communication demandent de plus en plus de performance et de disponibilité et im-
posent l’utilisation de matériels puissants et engendrant une consommation d’énergie
importante du fait de leur fonctionnement direct, mais aussi à cause du refroidissement
qu’ils nécessitent. En outre, les contraintes de disponibilité imposent une conception
d’architectures redondantes et dimensionnées sur une charge crête. Les infrastructures
sont donc souvent sous-utilisées et adapter leur niveau de performance à la charge ef-
fectivement constatée constitue une piste d’optimisation prometteuse à divers niveaux.
Si l’on adopte un strict point de vue environnemental, l’objectif du Green Networking
consiste à réduire le volume d’émissions de gaz à effets de serre dues au processus
de communication. L’utilisation de sources d’énergie renouvelables ou d’électronique
de faible consommation (par exemple asynchrone) constituent des pistes évidentes
d’amélioration. Il existe en outre de nombreuses stratégies d’optimisation liées à la con-
ception physique de l’infrastructure elle même. Il est par exemple possible de localiser
les éléments consommateurs en énergie (centres de calcul, etc.) proche des points
de production afin d’éviter les pertes liées au transport de l’énergie sur de longues
distance. Il est aussi possible de privilégier les endroits dans lesquels la température
extérieure est faible tout au long de l’année afin de limiter l’utilisation de climatisation
au profit d’une simple ventilation.
Ces stratégies peuvent avoir un impact important sur la consommation effective
de l’infrastructure mais n’interviennent qu’en moindre mesure sur les aspects réseaux.
La délocalisation d’éléments consommateurs, par exemple, impose des contraintes à
V
l’architecture du réseau et modifie le volume et le profil du trafic global. Il s’agit essen-
tiellement de planification et d’optimisation statique. Dans cette thèse, nous ne nous
intéressons au contraire qu’aux aspects qui touchent directement le fonctionnement dy-
namique des réseaux, une fois le dimensionnement achevé et l’infrastructure en place,
c’est-à-dire aux protocoles de communication. À l’image des infrastructures de cal-
cul, les réseaux de communication sont généralement sur-dimensionnés et conçus de
manière redondante. Le sur-dimensionnement est un phénomène naturel permettant
de prévoir les évolutions du volume de trafic dues à de nouveaux usages et services.
En outre, du fait de l’absence de gestion de qualité de service, l’évaluation de la charge
de trafic à un instant donné est généralement effectuée sur la base d’une mesure ou
d’une estimation du trafic crête. Par conséquent, durant les périodes de faible charge,
le réseau est actif mais sous-utilisé et consomme inutilement de l’énergie, même si les
profils de trafic sont souvent réguliers et connus. [3], par exemple, montre que le trafic
subit des pics diurnes et des creux nocturnes. La redondance, quant-à-elle est néces-
saire pour assurer un niveau de fiabilité et de tolérance aux pannes satisfaisant, mais
nécessite l’installation d’équipements doublons qui restent en permanence en alerte
afin de prendre le relais lorsqu’ils constatent une défaillance. Tout l’enjeu du Green
Networking consiste à explorer les possibilités d’optimisation tout en limitant leur im-
pact sur la qualité de service ou la tolérance aux pannes.
Dans cette thèse, nous nous intéressons uniquement aux pistes d’optimisation ap-
plicables à un réseau filaire d’infrastructure. Dans le reste de ce résumé, le problème
du routage avec conscience d’énergie sera étudié, y faisant initialement face comme un
problème d’optimisation, évaluant l’impact de profils de consommation énergétique
différents sur la solution. Deuxièmement, nous étudierons le problème du routage avec
conscience d’énergie comme un problème de consolidation des ressources guidée
par la criticité, où les dispositifs à être éteints sont soigneusement choisis sur la base
de leur criticité dans le scénario de réseau considéré. Enfin, les solutions distribuées
sont présentées, pour le problème du routage avec conscience d’énergie, qui agit en
ligne et dans lequel aucun contrôle centralisé, ni des connaissances omniscent ne sont
assumés. À la fin du résumé, le problème de banc d’essai sera présenté et des
conclusions et des directions de travail futures seront dessinées.
Stratégies d’Économies d’Énergie
Même en rétrécissant le but du Green Networking à l’adaptation dynamique des réseaux
en respect à la charge à laquelle elles sont soumises, il existe de nombreuses pistes
d’optimisation de la consommation énergétique des réseaux. Des applications au routage
et au mode de fonctionnement des liens de communication, il est possible d’agir à dif-
férents niveaux. En tout premier lieu, afin de comprendre les différentes stratégies
possibles pour l’économie d’énergie, il est nécessaire d’analyser les différentes solu-
tions présentes dans la littérature. Dans cette direction, ce travail de thèse a contribué
en fournissant une étude de l’état de l’art du Green Networking, et en définissant une
taxonomie pour le classement des différentes contributions [4].
Les principales branches du Green Networking sont reportées dans la Figure 1, or-
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Figure 1: Une image de la recherche actuelle dans le Green Networking.
données en base à l’échelle de temps et au niveau d’architecture auquel ils agissent.
L’échelle de temps est un des critères de classification naturels pour les approches
différentes de la recherche de Green Networking. Les échelles de temps sur l’ordre
de nano-secondes aux micro-secondes s’appliquent à l’Unité Centrale de Traitement
(CPU) et le niveau d’instruction, qui est pertinent dans les niveaux d’architecture infor-
matiques et logiciels et concerner ainsi seulement les composantes individuelles d’un
système simple. Les durées sur l’ordre de micro aux milli-secondes sont pertinentes
à la couche de systèmes. À ces durées, des actions peuvent être prises entre les
paquets consécutifs du même flux, impliquant probablement plusieurs composants en
même temps, mais probablement limité dans un système seul. De plus grandes durées,
sur l’ordre d’une seconde et ci-dessus, permettent à l’action d’impliquer entités multi-
ples, impliquant probablement la coordination de telles entités aussi. Remarquez que
l’échelle de temps définit directement le niveau architectural auquel les actions peuvent
être prises: plus courte est la durée, plus basse est la couche et moins possible est
l’interaction parmi des composants différents.
Tandis que les techniques impliquant des dispositifs seuls, ou des très petits jeux
de dispositifs collaboratifs, offrent une économie d’énergie non négligeable, on peut
s’attendre à une nouvelle amélioration pour une quantité raisonnable de collabora-
tion entre des dispositifs individuels, partageant une connaissance plus large sur l’état
de système. La contribution principale de ce travail de thèse concerne des solutions
après le principe de consolidation de ressource, mentionné comme Routage avec
Conscience d’Énergie (RCE). Le routage avec conscience d’énergie (illustré dans
la Figure 2) vise à agréger les flux de trafic sur un sous-ensemble de dispositifs de
réseau et des liens, permettant d’autres dispositifs d’entrer dans des états d’économie
d’énergie (veille). Ces solutions devraient préserver la connectivité et la Qualité de Ser-
vice (QdS), par exemple en limitant l’utilisation maximale sur n’importe quel lien, ou
en assurant un niveau minimal de diversité de chemin. L’agrégation des flux peut être
réalisée, par exemple, par une configuration appropriée des poids de routage.
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Figure 2: Routage avec Conscience d’Énergie: Des routeurs et des liens sont mis dans des
états d’économie d’énergie quand la charge de réseau est basse, en préservant la connectivité.
Cette technique peut augmenter la charge sur quelques liens (les liens sont représentées avec
des épaisseurs de bords différentes dans l’image, refléchissant des charges différentes) et la
performance QdS doit être soigneusement étudiée.
Routage avec Conscience d’Énergie comme un Problème d’Op-
timisation
Une fois qu’un réseau a été conçu (c’est-à-dire, les ressources qui le composeront
ont été déployées), un processus hors connexion, périodique, est appliqué pour opti-
miser l’utilisation de ressources, qui est d’habitude mentionnée comme “optimisation
de l’acheminement”. Ce processus classique consiste, en particulier dans la détermi-
nation des chemins utilisés pour chaque couple source-destination ou, équivalemment,
routeurs de sortie-d’entrée dans un réseau de transit. L’objectif d’optimisation com-
mun est d’éviter la congestion par, par exemple, équilibrant le trafic aussi également
que possible sur les liens de réseau, ou en assurant que l’utilisation de lien maximale
reste toujours au-dessous d’un seuil donné. Dans des réseaux IP purs, le chemin util-
isé par chaque flux est déterminé selon le Protocole de Passerelle Interne (IGP), basé
sur les poids administratifs des liens. Le dimensionnement de réseau est ainsi ma-
nipulé par des attributions de poids prudentes, utilisant par exemple des algorithmes
d’optimisation des poids IGP (IGP-WO) [5].
Une des pratiques “vertes” les plus communes dans le dimensionnement de réseau
consiste dans la consolidation de ressource: cette technique vise à réduire la consom-
mation d’énergie en raison des dispositifs sous-exploités à un moment donné. Étant
donné que le niveau de trafic dans un réseau donné suit approximativement un com-
portement quotidien et hebdomadaire bien connu, il y a une occasion d’agréger aux
courants de trafic sur un sous-ensemble des dispositifs de réseau, permettant à d’autres
dispositifs d’être temporairement éteints. Cette solution préservera bien sûr la connec-
tivité et QoS, par exemple, en limitant l’utilisation maximale sur n’importe quelle lien.
Autrement dit, on garantira toujours le niveau exigé de performance, mais l’utilisation
d’une quantité de ressources qui est dimensionée sur la demande de trafic réelle, plutôt
que sur la demande maximale.
Le problème de consolidation de ressource peut être formalisé comme un problème
d’optimisation, où l’objectif est la minimisation de la consommation d’énergie totale de
réseau, et les contraintes incluent les contraintes de connectivité classiques et des
contraintes QoS. L’objectif est de trouver la configuration de réseau (c’est-à-dire, le point
de travail des noeuds et des liens du réseau) qui réduit au minimum la consommation
d’énergie totale de réseau, exprimée comme la somme des consommations de tous
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Figure 3: Modèles différents pour la consommation d’énergie de dispositif de réseau, exprimée
comme fonction paramétrée de l’utilisation de dispositif.
les noeuds et les liens. On considère généralement la consommation d’énergie de
dispositifs d’être composé par (i) une partie fixe (correspondant à la consommation
d’énergie au repos) et (ii) une partie variable, selon la charge de trafic du dispositif.
La formulation du problème d’optimisation correspondant comme un MILP (optimi-
sation linéaire entier mixte) a été détaillée dans [6] et sa solution a été évaluée consid-
érant des scénarios de réseau réels et des modèles d’énergie différents, reflétant des
scénarios technologiques différents, décrivant des dispositifs de réseau présents et fu-
turs. Dans l’image 3, certains des modèles de consommation d’énergie considérés sont
rapportés comme exemple. Ils rapportent la variation de la consommation d’énergie
d’un dispositif de réseau, comme une fonction de son niveau d’utilisation normalisé,
où E0 est la consommation d’énergie du dispositif au repos, et M sa consommation
d’énergie maximale.
Criticité de Dispositifs et Heuristiques pour le Routage avec
Conscience d’Énergie
L’optimisation du problème de routage avec conscience d’énergie, comme précédem-
ment présenté, est une optimisation linéaire entière mixte, présentant tant de variables
entières que linéaires et ainsi NP-hard pour être résolu. En tant que tel, le temps ex-
igé pour le calcul de sa solution augmente rapidement, devenant infaisable pour des
grandes topologies. Cela reste vrai même en considérant des modifications de formu-
lation ad hoc, qui profitent des caractéristiques de réseau particulières, comme indiqué
dans [7]. De plus, dans la solution du problème d’optimisation, le choix du jeu de dis-
positifs à être éteints pour économiser l’énergie est conduite seulement par les coûts
énergétiques et ne prend pas en compte la “criticité” de dispositifs dans le scénario de
réseau spécifique.
Pour surmonter la complexité de trouver une solution optimale au problème de
routage avec conscience d’énergie en considérant de grands réseaux, des heuristiques
ont été étudiées et évaluées en littérature. En particulier les heuristiques proposées
sont basées sur de tentatives successif l’extinction des dispositifs de réseau, basée sur
des classements spécifiques: on considère chaque dispositif de réseau à son tour et
on l’éteint si son absence dans la configuration de réseau actuelle n’affecte pas l’état
normal de fonctionnement du réseau même. Les classements peuvent être basés, par
exemple, sur la charge actuelle ou sur la consommation énergétique des dispositifs de
réseau [7–9].
Tous les classements précédemment considérés choisissent le jeu des dispositifs
qui peuvent être éteints sans risques sur la base de leur consommation électrique, ou
de leur état de travail dans une configuration de réseau agnostique. Nous croyons que
le processus de consolidation de ressource devrait être conduit par une évaluation pré-
cise de la criticité de dispositifs dans le scénario de réseau spécifique. Cependant, il
n’y a aucune définition satisfaisante de la criticité de noeuds dans un réseau. Des in-
dices classiques classent des routeurs basés seulement sur des aspects topologiques,
comme la centralité, le degré, la proximité, et l’eigenvector, ou soulement sur la basé
de la charge de trafic.
La Théorie des Jeux représente un outil puissant pour définir un index de criticité
qui représente les deux aspects en même temps: en modelant le problème de consol-
idation de ressource comme un jeu coopératif avec de l’utilité transférable (TU-Game),
la valeur de Shapley de chaque noeud indique combien le noeud contribue dans le
processus de livraison de trafic et comment son absence affecterait le réseau sur “la
moyenne” (c’est-à-dire, sur toutes les configurations de réseau possibles). Ce jeu, (le
Jeu Vert, ou le G-Game dorénavant) prend comme ses seuls inputs la topologie de
réseau, c’est-à-dire, le jeu de liens et des dispositifs, et la matrice de trafic, c’est-à-dire,
la quantité de trafic acheminé par le réseau entre chaque paire de dispositifs. La valeur
de Shapley sur le G-Game définit un classement de dispositifs de réseau, conscient de
la topologie et du trafic, qui peut profitablement être utilisés pour conduire le processus
de consolidation de ressource.
Tandis que le G-Game définit un classement de criticité parmi des noeuds, un jeu
correspondant, nommé le L-Game, a été conçu pour définir un classement de criticité
parmi des liens dans un réseau de communication, de façon à pouvoir considérer des
scénarios technologiques différents et les capacités de dispositif différentes de profiter
d’un état au repos. Pour les deux jeux, des heuristiques spécifiques ont été définies
et évaluées pour réduire la complexité de calcul, en exploitant la recherche tabou, la
rareté de l’utilisation de très longs chemins et, éventuellement, la nature hiérarchique
de la topologie de réseau.
Les processus de consolidation de ressource résultant des deux jeux ont été éval-
ués considérant des scénarios de réseau réels et la caractérisation réelle des disposi-
tifs. Les processus ont été contrastés avec ceux résultant de classements de dispositif
classiques, en résultant dans un meilleur compromis entre l’économie d’énergie et la
qualité du service, par rapport à ce qui concerne les classements de dispositif clas-
siques (centralité, degré, proximité, eigenvector, et charge de trafic). L’image 4 donne
une idée sur les changements de criticité de dispositif en considérant seulement la
topologie de réseau (comme est le cas dans des classements de dispositif classiques)
- du côté gauche - et en considérant tant les aspects topologiques que les conditions
de trafic (comme dans les cas du G-Game et du L-Game) - du côté droit.
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Figure 4: Comparaison graphique de la criticité de noeud résultant du G-Game (côté gauche)
et un classement de criticité prenant en compte seulement la topologie de réseau (côté droit).
Solutions Distribuées pour le Routage avec Conscience d’Éner-
gie
Tout les solutions précédemment analysées pour le routage avec conscience d’énergie
sont complètement centralisées et exigent la connaissance parfaite de la matrice de
trafic, c’est-à-dire, la quantité de trafic envoyé par chaque noeud à tous les autres
noeuds, à chaque instant de temps. Ces suppositions limitent l’applicabilité et le dé-
ploiement de solutions centralisées à des cas spécifiques, considérant les technologies
de réseau actuelles et prévues. Sur les bases de ces considérations, des solutions
distribuées ont été développées pour résoudre le problème de cheminement conscient
d’énergie.
Nous avons développé deux jeux de solutions entièrement distribuées pour adapter
automatiquement la consommation électrique de réseau à la charge de trafic actuelle.
Différemment d’autres travaux, nos solutions n’assument pas la présence d’un con-
trôleur central, ni la connaissance de la matrice de trafic actuelle, ni de synchronisation
stricte parmi les noeuds. Des simulations vastes ont été exécutées considérant des
scénarios de réseau réels, montrant que les algorithmes distribués proposés peuvent
réaliser des économies d’énergie comparables avec ceux de solutions centralisées,
avec peu surplus de ressources demandes et en garantissant les contraintes de qualité
de service demandée.
GRiDA: un Algorithme Vert Distribué
GRiDA (GReen Distributed Algorithm) représente une approche en ligne distribuée
au problème du routage avec conscience d’énergie. Il a été conçu pour adapter au-
tomatiquement la consommation d’énergie de réseaux IP à leur charge actuelle, en
allumant/éteignant dynamiquement les liens, d’une façon entièrement distribuée. En
détail, les noeuds prennent des décisions indépendantes et asynchrones sur l’état de
marche/arrêt de liens incidents, sur la base de la charge de liens et de l’apprentissage,
basé sur les décisions passées.
La nature distribuée de la solution lui permet de: (i) limiter la quantité d’informations
partagées, (ii) éviter la coordination explicite entre les noeuds et (iii) réduir la complexité
du problème. De plus, les noeuds ne sont pas considérés connaître les requêtes de
trafic auxquelles le réseau est soumis. L’algorithme utilise l’apprentissage pour réduire
le nombre de reconfigurations de lien et pour faciliter la convergence de protocole de
routage. De plus, GRiDA peut réagir tant aux variations de trafic qu’aux échecs de
lien/noeud, en étant capable de réaliser des économies d’énergie considérables, com-
parables avec celles réalisés pour les solutions centralisées précédemment analysées.
Pour adapter la capacité de réseau à la demande de trafic actuelle, l’algorithme
GRiDA (i) éteint des liens chaque fois qu’ils sont sous-exploités et chaque fois que leur
absence dans le réseau n’affecte pas les fonctionnalités de réseau et (ii) allume des
liens éteints quand la capacité est exigée pour garantir une réaction appropriée aux
fautes et des changements de la demande de trafic. Le processus de commutation de
l’état des liens est entièrement décentralisé aux noeuds, qui prennent des décisions
locales aux intervalles de temps casuel, sans aucune coordination ou synchronisation
parmi eux. La solution résulte ainsi être plus robuste et plus simple pour mettre en
œuvre par rapport aux approches centralisées proposées jusqu’ici.
Les décisions locales sont basées seulement sur la connaissance de la charge
actuelle et de la consommation électrique de liens incidents au noeud et sur la con-
naissance de la topologie de réseau actuelle, assuré par un algorithme de routage
à état de liens, par exemple, OSPF ou IS-IS. Dans GRiDA, les messages Link-State
Advertisement (LSA) distribuent des informations sur la topologie de réseau actuelle,
augmentée par des informations sur la congestion éventuel dans le réseau, c’est-à-dire,
les cas dans lequel la charge des liens surmontant un seuil, ou la présence de couples
de noeuds de source/destination disjoints. Les LSAs sont livrés aux noeuds aux inter-
valles de temps fixes, choisi par l’administrateur de réseau, selon la configuration de
OSPF ou IS-IS.
Pour chaque noeud, le problème se transforme dans le choix de la meilleure config-
uration qui réduit au minimum une fonction utilitaire, en garantissant le fonctionnement
correct du système global. Ce problème peut être résolu par le support de la technique
de Q-learning [10], comme le choix de noeud est une fonction de l’état actuel du même
noeud et chaque choix possible est associé à une fonction utilitaire évaluée, mise à jour
en apprenant. De là, les décisions de noeud dans un état de fonctionnement correct
correspondent à la configuration réduisant au minimum la fonction utilitaire associée à
l’état actuel. Pour assurer la réaction rapide aux fautes et aux changements de trafic
soudains, des mécanismes de sécurité ont été présentés, y compris un contrôle de
connectivité a priori et un mécanisme de re-allumage rapide.
Des simulations ont été exécutées considérant des scénarios de réseau réels et une
analyse de sensibilité a été exécutée sur les paramètres d’algorithme. Pour évaluer
correctement les effets de l’algorithme sur la qualité de service offert par le réseau,
une nouvelle métrique de performance a été définie: la surcharge. C’est un indicateur
relatif, moyenné au cours du temps de simulation, qui permet de représenter le nombre
de fois dans lequel la charge de lien surmonte un seuil fixe, l’entité qui les surmontes et
leur durée. Des résultats détaillés ont été publiés dans [11].
DLF et DMP: Distribution d’Heuristique Centralisée pour le Routage avec
Conscience d’Énergie
Une autre direction naturelle pour la solution distribuée du problème de routage avec
conscience d’énergie est représentée par la distribution des heuristiques centralisées
précédemment présentées. En particulier nous avons projeté un nouvel algorithme,
qui peut automatiquement adapter l’état de liens de réseau au trafic réel dans le réseau
même. L’algorithme peut considérablement réduire la consommation d’énergie de réseau,
en exigeant seulement un petit nombre de reconfigurations.
Plus en détail, l’algorithme est une version entièrement distribuée des algorithmes
LF et MP proposés dans [7], qui utilise, la connaissance de charge de lien actuelle
au lieu de la matrice de trafic actuelle (comme était, par contre, le cas des versions
centralisées). La solution profite d’un protocole de routage à état de liens traditionnel,
par exemple, OSPF, correctement augmenté pour échanger des informations sur l’état
des liens (c’est-à-dire, allumé ou éteint) et la charge actuelle, basées sur lequel les
décisions sont prises. En ce qui concerne la solution GRiDA, cet algorithme exige un
jeu de paramètres d’input dont les valeurs sont intuitives et faciles de coucher et peut
réaliser des économies d’énergie plus hautes. La simplicité et la meilleure performance
viennent au prix d’un montant plus haut d’informations échangées et plus haut degré
de coordination parmi des noeuds.
Étant donné que les noeuds prennent des décisions sur la base des informations
communes, aucune synchronisation stricte n’est nécessaire parmi eux. Tous les noeuds
connaissent qui est le lien suivant qui va être cible d’un tentative d’extinction, dans le
réseau en état normal de fonctionnement: ce avec la plus haute consommation énergé-
tique (DMP), ou le moindre chargé (DLF) et les deux noeuds adjacents à un tel lien sont
responsables de la tentative d’extinction. Des mécanismes de sécurité ont été conçus
pour éviter de débrancher le réseau et éviter la répétition de tentatives d’extinction qui
résultent être faux (c’est-à-dire, produisent des désunions de réseau, ou des surcharges
des liens). En outre, des mécanismes ont été conçus pour réagir rapidement aux fautes
dans le réseau et aux changements dans les conditions de trafic.
Des simulations ont été exécutées considérant des scénarios de réseau réels et une
analyse considérant les variantes possibles des algorithmes proposés et de la sensibil-
ité à la variation des paramètres a été exécutée. Des résultats détaillés ont été publiés
dans [12].
La Question des Références
Bien que le rendement énergétique de réseaux de communication a déjà gagné une
attention considérable par une large communauté de recherche, une méthodologie
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Figure 5: Les quatre topologies de scénarios de référence principales: (i) Un réseau de
recherche européen (GEANT [13]) - en haut à gauche - (ii) le segment de backbone d’un réseau
de fournisseur d’accès Internet européen (France Télécom) - en haut à droit - (iii) le segment de
métro d’un fournisseur d’accès Internet national européen - en bas à gauche - et (iv) le réseau
national d’un fournisseur d’accès Internet européen - en bas à droit.
complète pour mesurer et rapporter la consommation d’énergie systèmes de réseau
semble loin d’être établie. Une première intervention en cette direction est représentée
par l’analyse et la comparaison du jeu de métriques et modèles concernant l’énergie
disponible, auquel ce travail de thèse contribue, en outre, par la définition d’une tax-
onomie pour les métriques concernant l’énergie [14].
La littérature actuelle propose beaucoup de métriques hétérogènes et de scénarios
de référence pour qualifier et quantifier les économies d’énergie. En raison de cette
hétérogénéité, la comparaison de solutions rivalisantes peut être plus favorable à une
solution plutôt qu’à une autre, selon la métrique utilisée pour exprimer les résultats du
banc d’essai. De là, il devient fondamental de définir un cadre cohérent pour l’évaluation
de réseaux, qui devraient pouvoir entièrement caractériser n’importe quel compromis
possible entre la consommation d’énergie et la performance de système. En d’autres
termes, l’évaluation de solutions économes en énergie devrait prendre en compte la
différence entre l’économie d’énergie réalisable et la réduction du QoS et du niveau de
redondance, qui résulte de l’application de la solution spécifique.
Les scénarios de référence
Pour certifier la performance des algorithmes proposés, nous profitons des profils de
trafic mesurés, et des scénarios de réseau réels, représentant des réseaux de recherche
internationaux, ou des réseaux de fournisseur d’accès à Internet, fournis par les four-
nisseurs d’accès Internet eux-mêmes. En outre, nous certifions la performance des
solutions sur une gamme de scénarios de réseau, représentant un jeu hétérogène
que couvre les réseaux d’extensions différentes et les différents niveaux hiérarchiques:
réseaux d’acces, réseaux métro, jusqu’à réseaux de backbone.
Les quatre scénarios de référence principaux, évalués pour les différentes solutions
étudiées dans le travail de thèse, sont reportés dans Figure 5. Ils représentent (i)
Un réseau de recherche européen (GEANT [13]), (ii) le segment de backbone d’un
réseau de fournisseur d’accès Internet européen (France Télécom), (iii) le segment de
métro d’un fournisseur d’accès Internet national européen, et (iv) le réseau national
d’un fournisseur d’accès Internet européen.
Aussi en ce qui concerne les profils de consommation énergétique de dispositifs de
réseau, nous avons utilisé des chiffres mesurés et des profils d’énergie largement ac-
ceptés dans la littérature, en attestant, aussi, la sensibilité des résultats aux variations
de tels modèles d’énergie, en représentant d’éventuelles évolutions dans les technolo-
gies de réseau.
Conclusions et Directions des Travaux Futures
Dans ce travail de thèse, nous avons étudié des solutions pour pousser la conscience
d’énergie dans les réseaux câblés, d’après le principe de consolidation de ressource.
Ces dernières années, la question de rendement énergétique est arrivée à l’importance
primordiale tant pour les industries que pour la communauté de recherche, à cause de
ses implications économiques potentielles et de son impact attendu sur l’environnement.
Dans ce contexte, bien que le domaine de réseau vert soit toujours à ses débuts, un
certain nombre de travaux intéressants ont déjà été effectués, explorant des directions
de recherche différentes. En particulier nous avons principalement fait levier sur le
paradigme de routage avec conscience d’énergie, en proposant et en analysant des
solutions techniques tant centralisées que distribuées.
Contributions
Notre premier travail vers le “greening” de réseaux a visé à déterminer les différents
paradigmes actuellement explorés pour réduire les dépenses énergétiques de réseau
et ceux qui peut toujours être exploré. Pour chaque paradigme, nous dessinons l’état
de l’art et soulignons les points qui ont besoin de plus recherche. Nous avons proposé
une taxonomie des travaux pertinente dans la gestion des réseaux verts. Notre contri-
bution principale au domaine des réseaux verts concerne le routage avec conscience
d’énergie, qui représentait un paradigme marginalement exploré, tandis qu’étant promet-
tant en termes d’économies d’énergie réalisables. En outre, il représente un vrai défi,
comme les économies d’énergie sont réalisées au prix d’une réduction du niveau de
redondance et de qualité du service offert. Un bon compromis peut donc être défini.
En prenant une vue générale de la recherche actuelle des réseaux verts, nous
avons mis en évidence un manque de scénarios d’évaluation communs et des métriques
pour l’analyse de solutions d’économie d’énergie, aussi bien que des valeurs de con-
sommation d’énergie fiables et des méthodologies de mesure communes. Nous croyons
qu’un effort commun soit nécessaire vers la définition d’une méthodologie complète
pour mesurer et rapporter la consommation d’énergie de réseaux et caractériser tous
les différents compromis possible entre la consommation d’énergie et la performance
de système. Nous avons contribué à cet effort (i) en fournissant le profil de con-
sommation électrique d’utilisateur final liée à la navigation sur le Web et au charge-
ment de module d’extension de Flash, (ii) en comparant et opposant les différentes
métriques concernant l’énergie utilisée dans la littérature récente, et (iii) en définis-
sant une taxonomie pour les classifier.
En suivant le paradigme de consolidation de ressource, nous avons évalué la for-
mulation du routage avec conscience d’énergie comme un problème d’optimisation
et présenté ses résultats pour la solution des scénarios de réseau réels, et la consid-
ération des modèles de consommation énergétique différents, qu’ils représentent de
scénarios technologiques différents. Nous avons analysé les différents compromis ré-
sultants entre l’économie d’énergie réalisable et la qualité de service offert.
En résolvant le problème du routage avec conscience d’énergie comme un prob-
lème d’optimisation, le jeu de dispositifs à être éteints pour économiser l’énergie est
choisi simplement sur la base des coûts de l’énergie et ne prend pas en compte “la
criticité” de tels dispositifs dans le scénario de réseau spécifique. Nous exploitons les
puissants outils de la théorie des jeux en modelant le scénario de réseau comme un
jeu coopératif avec de l’utilité transférable, et définissons un classement par criticité
parmi les dispositifs de réseau. Le jeu défini prend en considération tant la topolo-
gie de réseau, que ses conditions de trafic, de plus, on estime la criticité de dispositif
pour le nombre de chemins primaires et de secours qu’ils passent pour le dispositif,
leur importance dans la construction des chemins et le montant de trafic réellement
acheminé sur tels chemins, en moyenne sur les différentes configurations de réseau
possibles. Le classement de criticité a été défini d’une façon semblable, tant pour les
noeuds, que pour les liens et peut être profitablement utilisé pour conduire le processus
de consolidation de ressource.
Toutes les solutions précédemment proposées pour le problème du routage avec
conscience d’énergie supposent un scénario technologique dans lequel une entité de
contrôle centrale est présente, ayant une vue globale de l’état instantané du réseau et
des requêtes de trafic, et étant capable de calculer la meilleure configuration de réseau
et coordonner les dispositifs de réaliser en telle configuration. Ces suppositions limitent
l’applicabilité et le déploiement de solutions centralisées à des cas spécifiques, consi-
dérant les technologies de réseau actuelles et prévues. Des solutions distribuées ont
de là été développées et évaluées. En particulier nous avons proposé des solutions
différentes qui représentent des différents niveaux de coordination parmi les noeuds
et différents types des informations échangées. Les solutions proposées résultent sta-
bles, en considérant des scénarios de réseau réels. De plus, les solutions proposées
ont résulté capables de réaliser une épargne énergétique comparable avec ceux de
solutions centralisées, en maintenant la performance de réseau sous contrôle.
Directions de Travail Futures
Bien que nous avons fait de notre mieux dans la réalisation de ce travail aussi complet
que possible, inévitablement, il exist des points que nous n’avons pas traité encore, en
l’absence du temps. Dans la suite, nous rapportons des questions que nous pensons
représentent des points toujours ouverts et que nous voudrions poursuivre dans l’avenir.
Le problème du routage avec conscience d’énergie peut aussi être formulé comme
un problème de conception robuste de réseau, dans lequel, les dispositifs qu’ils peuvent
potentiellement subir des échecs (c’est-à-dire, les liens et/ou les noeuds) correspondent
aux dispositifs qui peut être éteint. Il peut de là être possible de définir des statuts de
fonctionnement différents, dont chacun correspond à un jeu spécifique de dispositifs
éteints. Dans ce cas, il peut être possible d’optimiser le processus de design comme
une optimisation globale sur les différents statuts de fonctionnement possibles. Une
analyse d’une telle formulation peut être intéressante, en particulier évaluer le compro-
mis entre la robustesse de réseau et l’économie d’énergie. En réalité, une évaluation
explicite de la robustesse de solution manque aussi en ce qui concerne les solutions
actuelles et classiques pour le problème du routage avec conscience d’énergie.
Pour ce qui concerne l’évaluation de la criticité de dispositifs de réseau, comme
défini dans ce travail de thèse, il serait intéressant d’analyser l’évolution dans le temps
du classement de criticité, en considérant en particulier des scénarios de réseau in-
cluant des noeuds soumis aux comportements de nuit/jour différents (par exemple, le
réseau s’étendant à travers des fuseaux horaire différents). Dans un scénario variable
semblable, il serait aussi intéressant d’évaluer la corrélation entre différentes solutions
de consolidation de ressource, mais proches dans le temps. Un grand nombre de
reconfigurations de réseau peut, en effet, dégrader la performance du réseau (c’est-à-
dire, chaque reconfiguration exige une nouvelle période de convergence pour le proto-
cole de routage). Des compromis différents entre les économies d’énergie et le nombre
de reconfigurations de réseau peuvent de là être précisément définis et évalués. En-
fin, l’impact de telles reconfigurations de réseau sur le trafic devrait être précisément
évalué (par exemple, les temps de convergence du protocole de routage, ou les pertes
de trafic éventuelles, selon le scenario technologique considéré).
Dans notre travail, nous avons proposé des solutions distribuées pour le problème
du routage avec conscience d’énergie, qui permettent d’éviter le besoin d’une entité de
contrôle centrale, coordonnant la configuration de réseau et ayant une connaissance
globale du trafic de réseau courant. En outre, les solutions distribuées réduisent la
complexité du problème par rapport aux solutions centralisées. Modelant de telles
solutions distribuées comme des jeux évolutionnaires (ou comme des jeux parfaits
dans l’information) peuvent permettre une meilleure compréhension de la convergence
d’algorithme et des états stables finaux.
Enfin, une évaluation détaillée du trafic additionnel nécessaire à la gestion des
mécanismes venant avec les solutions distribuées pour le routage avec conscience
d’énergie et de ses questions pratiques, représente une étape nécessaire vers n’importe
quelle mise en œuvre réelle. À cette fin, nous travaillons actuellement sur une mise en
œuvre de banc d’essai des solutions proposées.
En outre, les techniques de conception de réseau actuelles sont basées sur le som-
met des requêtes de trafic prévues. Il serait intéressant d’évaluer comment le procès
de conception de réseau change en prenant en compte la possibilité de dimension-
nement successif selon des charges de réseau variable (c’est-à-dire, le routage avec
conscience d’énergie). Ce processus inclura une conception basée sur un jeu de matri-
ces de trafic, couvrant toutes les variations de trafic prévues, au lieu de la seule matrice
de trafic maximale.
Nous croyons que l’index de criticité pour les dispositifs de réseau, comme défini
dans ce travail de thèse, peut être profitablement utilisé aussi dans le processus de
conception de réseau. Il peut permettre, par exemple, de distribuer la criticité autant
que possible parmi des dispositifs de réseau (c’est-à-dire, présenter des dispositifs de
secours de côté de ceux-là les plus critiques et enlever les dispositifs moins critiques,
prenant en compte l’investissement correspondant).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The reduction of power consumption in communication networks has become a key
issue for both the Internet Service Providers (ISP) and the research community. Ac-
cording to different studies, the power consumption of Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) varies from 2% to 10% of the worldwide power consumption [1, 2].
Moreover, the expected trends for the future predict a notably increase of the ICT power
consumption, doubling its value by 2020 [2] and growing to around 30% of the worldwide
electricity demand by 2030 according to business-as-usual evaluation scenarios [15]. It
is therefore not surprising that researchers, manufacturers and network providers are
spending significant efforts to reduce the power consumption of ICT systems from dif-
ferent angles.
To this extent, networking devices waste a considerable amount of power. In partic-
ular, their power consumption has always been increased in the last years, coupled with
the increase of the offered performance [16]. Actually, power consumption of network-
ing devices scales with the installed capacity, rather than the current load [17]. Thus,
for an ISP the network power consumption is practically constant, unrespectively to
traffic fluctuations. However, actual traffic is subject to strong day/night oscillations [3].
Thus, many devices are underutilized, especially during off-peak hours when traffic is
low. This represents a clear opportunity for saving energy, since many resources (i.e.,
routers and links) are powered on without being fully utilized.
In this context, resource consolidation is a known paradigm for the reduction of
the power consumption. It consists in having a carefully selected subset of network
devices entering a low power state, and use the rest to transport the required amount
of traffic. This is possible without disrupting the Quality of Service (QoS) offered by
the network infrastructure, since communication networks are designed over the peak
foreseen traffic request, and with redundancy and over-provisioning in mind.
In this thesis work, we present different techniques to perform resource consolida-
tion in backbone IP-based networks, ranging from centralized solutions, where a central
entity computes a global solution based on an omniscient vision of the network, to dis-
tributed solutions, where single nodes take independent decisions on the local power-
state, based solely on local knowledge. Moreover, different technological assumptions
are made, to account for different possible directions of the network devices evolutions,
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ranging from the possibility to switch off linecard ports, to whole network nodes, and
taking into account different power consumption profiles.
Structure of the dissertation
In the first part of the dissertation, Chapter 2, we analyse the state of the art of the
green neworking research, and introduce the benchmark issue, while in the second
part, Chapter 3-5, we concentrate on the proposed technical solutions. The third part,
Appendix A contains additional complementary information.
Chapter 2 is an introductory chapter that analyses the current state in green net-
working research. The main green networking paradigms are here introduced, and for
each we analyse the principal solutions, together with the research directions.
Overviewing the current green networking research, we highlighted a lack of com-
mon evaluation scenarios and metrics for the analysis of energy saving solutions, as
well as of reliable energy consumption figures and common measuring methodologies.
This issue is also discussed in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3 we discuss the formulation of the resource consolidation as an opti-
mization problem, and present its solution results for real network scenarios, consid-
ering different power models, and analysing the resulting tradeoff between achievable
energy saving and offered QoS.
In Chapter 4 we analyse in more details the existing and proposed solutions to
apply resource consolidation in wired networks in a centralised manner. All the solution
discussed in this chapter suppose the presence of a central entity, which has a global
view of the instantaneous network status, can compute the best network configuration,
and can coordinate network devices to enter such configuration.
As a further step, we present in Chapter 5 distributed solutions for resource con-
solidation in wired networks. Different tradeoffs are considered between the amount
of information exchanged by network devices, and the solution efficiency, in terms of
achievable energy savings, and resulting QoS.
Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation and contains suggestions for further work.
Finally, Appendix A lists the author publications.
Chapter 2
A Picture of the Green Networking
Research
The reduction of energy consumption has become a key issue for industries, because
of economical, environmental and marketing reasons. If this concern has a strong influ-
ence on electronics designers, the information and communication technology sector,
and more specifically the networking field, is also concerned. For instance, data-centers
and networking infrastructure involve high-performance and high-availability machines.
They therefore rely on powerful devices, which require energy-consuming air condition-
ing to sustain their operation, and which are organized in a redundant architecture. As
these architectures are often designed to endure peak load and degraded conditions,
they are under-utilized in normal operation, leaving a large room for energy savings.
In recent years, valuable efforts have indeed been dedicated to reducing unnecessary
energy expenditure, which is usually nicknamed as a greening of the networking tech-
nologies and protocols.
In this thesis work, we focus on protocols and performance rather than on actual
transport technologies: as such, we invite the reader to [18] for an overview of energy
efficiency in optical networks. Similarly, as energy-related studies in wireless networks
are very specific, they would require a dedicated study. This thesis work therefore
focuses on wired networks. In wired networks, energy saving often requires a reduc-
tion in network performance or redundancy. Considering this compromise between the
network performance and energy savings, determining efficient strategies to limit the
network energy consumption is a real challenge. However, although the green network-
ing field is still in its infancy, a number of interesting works have already been carried
out, which are overviewed in the current chapter.
In order to evaluate the potential impact of a “green” solution on the ICT energy
consumption, it is necessary to understand how the different devices and network seg-
ments contribute to the total expenditure. The Internet, for instance, can be segmented
into a core network and several types of access networks. In these different segments,
the equipment involved, its objectives and its expected performance and energy con-
sumption levels differ. As such, one may reasonably expect that both the consumption
figures and the possible enhancements are considerably different. In 2002, Roth et al.
analyzed the energy consumption contributions of different categories of equipment in
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Figure 2.1: Contribution of different device types to the network energy consumption in year
2002 [19]
the global Internet [19]. These figures, represented in Figure 2.1, indicated that local
area networks, through hubs and switches, were responsible for about 80% of the total
Internet consumption at that time. In 2005, the authors of [20] estimated the relative
contribution of the Network Interface Cards (NICs) and all the other network elements
and concluded that the NICs were responsible for almost half of the total power con-
sumption. More recently, studies have started reporting an increase of the consumption
in the network core: for instance, in 2009 Deutsche Telekom [21] forecasted that by year
2017, the power consumption of the network core will be equal to that of the network ac-
cess (the study also suggested, for the coming decade, a 12-fold increase in the power
consumption of the network core, mainly due to the IP/MPLS layers). Yet, as another
recent study [22] suggests that the core network consumption will instead play a minor
role with respect to the other network segments, this issue needs further investigation.
Not surprisingly, everything evolves rapidly in the ICT domain, which makes the
aforementioned figures and estimations quickly out-dated and possibly inaccurate. As
a consequence, there is a true need for a permanent evaluation of this consumption, in
order to point out and update regularly the most relevant targets for potential energy-
savings. However, such an evaluation requires a collaboration of equipment manufac-
turers, ISPs and governments, which is clearly not an easy process. We will come back
on this issue in Section 2.3.
2.1 The Green Networking Goals
The “Green Networking” may be seen in many different ways, depending on the point of
view from which it is observed. From a strict environmental point of view, for instance,
the objective of green networking is the minimization of the GHG emissions. An obvious
first step in this direction is to enforce as much as possible the use of renewable energy
in ICT. Yet another natural track is to design low power components, able to offer the
same level of performance. However, these are not the only leads: redesigning the
network architecture itself, for instance by geographical delocating network equipment
towards strategic places, may yield substantial savings too for two main reasons. The
first reason is related to the losses that appear when energy is transported: the closer
the consumption points are to the production points, the lower this loss will be1. The
second reason is related to the cooling of electronic devices: air-cooling represents an
important share of the energy expenditure in data centers and cold climates may lessen
this dependency.
Geographical delocalization is also a promising approach from an economical point
of view. The global energy market offers volatile and time-varying prices. The prices
may even become negative when a production surplus appears but there is no customer
demand. Energy cannot be stored efficiently, and even though consumption predictions
based on historical data quite accurately trigger production units, over-production is al-
ways possible. This variability can be exploited by displacing the computation where
energy has a lower cost. Going one step further, if the physical machines can be delo-
calized to minimize the global energy consumption, one may imagine that services too
may be located at the optimal places, and that they may move when conditions vary,
introducing the time dimension. Computation-intensive operations may be executed on
one hemisphere or on the other so that processor (CPU) cycles follow, e.g., seasonal
or day/night patterns. A huge technological challenge lies in performing such service
migration without any service disruption, preserving fault-tolerance and data security.
The previous optimizations are directly function of the energy price and are not di-
rectly related to environmental considerations. The market-related issues behind this
problem may lead to an optimal solution in terms of cost that is sub-optimal in terms of
total energy consumption. Indeed, 100 MWh sold at a unit price of $ 120 are more ex-
pensive than 120 MWh sold at a unit price of $ 90. Thus, environmental considerations
generally need a regulatory point of view to assist their enforcement. Regulation,
which often falls into governmental duties, may push towards greening of the technol-
ogy by different means (e.g., taxes on GHG emissions, diverting research funds towards
energy efficiency, etc.).
Finally, from an engineering point of view, green networking may be better seen
as a way to reduce energy required to carry out a given task while maintaining the
same level of performance, which is the point of view that we will adopt in the rest of this
study. Nevertheless, this point of view alone is still relevant as system efficiency from the
engineering perspective still deeply relates to economical, regulatory and environmental
viewpoints.
2.2 Green Strategies
Traditionally, network devices and systems are designed and dimensioned according
to principles that are inherently in opposition with green networking objectives: namely,
over-provisioning and redundancy. On the one hand, due to the lack of Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS) support from the Internet architecture, over-provisioning is a common prac-
tice: networks are dimensioned to sustain peak hour traffic, with extra capacity to handle
unexpected events. As a result, during low traffic periods, over-provisioned networks are
also over-energy-consuming. Moreover, for resiliency and fault-tolerance, networks are
1Long-distance electricity transportation uses high-voltage lines to reduce losses: therefore, the energy
losses are not directly proportional to the distance, but may rather be represented by a threshold-based
linear function.
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Figure 2.2: A picture of the current green networking research.
also designed in a redundant manner. Devices are added to the infrastructure with the
sole purpose of taking over the duty when another device fails, which further adds to the
overall energy consumption. These objectives, radically opposed to the environmental
ones, make green networking an interesting and technically challenging research field.
A major shift is indeed needed in networking research and development to introduce
energy-awareness in the network design, without compromising either the quality of
service or the network reliability.
While, for the time being, network devices and protocol are mostly unaware of the
energy they consume, a number of valuable research works have started exploring
energy-awareness in fixed networks. A natural classification of the different approaches
may be based on the timescale of the decisions involved by the green strategy. As
pointed out in [23], timescales on the order of nanoseconds to microseconds apply
to CPU and the instruction level, which is relevant in the computer and software ar-
chitecture levels, and thus concern only individual building blocks of a single system.
Timescales on the order of micro to milliseconds are instead relevant at the system
layer. At these timescales, actions may be taken between consecutive packets of the
same flow (inter-packets, intra-flow), possibly involving several components at the same
time, but likely confined within a single system. Larger timescales, on the order of one
second and above, allow instead the action to span between multiple entities, possibly
involving coordination of such entities as well. Notice that timescales directly define the
architectural level at which actions can be taken: the shorter the timescale is, the lower
the layer and the less possible interaction among different components.
The main branches of the green networking research explored so far are reported in
Fig. 2.2, classified by timescale and architectural level. Lower values of the y-axes cor-
respond to solutions concerning single chips, while going up we find solutions involving
whole devices, and device systems, of growing size. The main branches of green net-
working research are, namely, Adaptive Link Rate (ALR), interface proxying, energy
1 Gb/s
100 Mb/s
idle
Figure 2.3: Adaptive Link Rate strategies: the rate of a 1 Gb/s link can be reduced to 100 Mb/s
(rate switch, middle plot) or the link can be made idle to save energy (sleeping mode, bottom
plot), depending on the adjacent routers loads.
aware applications, and energy aware routing. The remaining of this section briefly
overviews these four research directions. Among the different contributions of this the-
sis work, we draw a state of the art of the research on energy saving in wired networks,
together with defining a taxonomy for past, and possible future, technical solutions. We
refer the interested reader to [4] for more details.
2.2.1 Adaptive Link Rate
Most of the effort in green networking has been devoted to solutions that are referred to
as ALR, up to now. These techniques are designed to reduce energy consumption in
response to low utilization in an on-line manner (i.e., at run time). A considerable num-
ber of works have explored this solution, and the IEEE Energy Efficient Ethernet Task
Force is now complete with the approval of IEEE Std 802.3az-2010 at the September
2010 IEEE Standards Board meeting [24].
The basic intuition behind this solution is based on the fact that the energy consump-
tion of Ethernet links is largely independent from their utilization level [25], but depends
only on the negotiated rate and working state (e.g., on/sleep). In order to have a power
consumption of the network system as proportional as possible to its utilization level, it
is hence possible to either (i) force links entering low power states during idle periods, or
(ii) reduce the link rate during low utilization periods. The two strategies are illustrated
in Fig.2.3.
A wide literature exists, that analyses the different possibilities offered by the link rate
adaptation/switching strategy, and its key points: (i) which and how many low power
states to use, (ii) use a sleep mode or a rate adaptation, (iii) consider different QoS
versus energy saving tradeoffs. Different algorithms have been proposed to drive the
rate/state change, which better adapts to different power models and technological as-
sumptions (e.g., switching time), as well as to different traffic conditions. The proposed
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Figure 2.4: External proxying: a switch acts as a proxy for ARP traffic, allowing the target
machine to sleep at least until data traffic is sent.
algorithms rage from the simple instantaneous observation of the transmission buffer
state, as in [26], to more complex solutions, including timers to avoid oscillations, as
in [27], or an analysis of the temporal evolution of the buffer state, as in [28]. Different
algorithmic solutions are compared in [29], while practical aspects have been standard-
ized by the IEEE Energy Efficient Ethernet Task Force [24].
2.2.2 Interface Proxying
This category includes green networking solutions exploiting the presence of consis-
tent time intervals in which access devices are unused, but would normally be forced to
support network connectivity tasks (e.g., periodically sending heartbeats, receiving un-
necessary broadcast traffic, etc.). In these time intervals, edge nodes can for instance
enter an energy saving state, while the network connectivity tasks may be taken over
by other nodes, such as proxies, momentarily faking the identity of idle devices, so that
no fundamental change is required in network protocols.
With respect to the previously analysed solutions, where functionalities could be
simply turned off (e.g., no transmission at all when the link is idle), in the case of end
devices this is however not possible, as some functionalities need to be delegated (i.e.,
traffic processing is handed over to more energy efficient entities). Indeed, without prox-
ying solutions, even though users are idle, background network traffic is nevertheless
received and needs processing, thus preventing PCs from going in sleeping mode.
The idea behind interface proxying consists in delegating the processing of the net-
work background traffic (a.k.a. chatter ). Such processing may include simple filtering
(e.g., in the case of unwanted broadcast/portscan traffic), simple responses (e.g., in
the case of ARP, ICMP, DHCP), or even more complex tasks (e.g., in the case of P2P
applications such as Gnutella or BitTorrent). Such tasks can be delegated from the
energy-hungry mainboard CPUs of end devices to a number of different entities: e.g.,
locally to the low-energy processor onboard of the NIC of the same device, or to an
external entity (in this latter case, a single proxy may be deployed for several machines
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Figure 2.5: In a modified version of TCP (right), the receiver may notify its peer of its inten-
tion to sleep. During the sleep period (expressed here in number of segments for the sake of
illustration), the source buffers the specified amount of data instead of directly transmitting it.
in a LAN environment, or this duty may fall to the set-top-box in a residential environ-
ment). In all cases, the proxying entity will also be in charge of waking up the full system
when non-trivial packets requiring further processing are received. Fig. 2.4 illustrates
an example of external proxying in which a switch answers an ARP request instead
of the targeted computer, allowing the end machine to remain asleep until it receives
applicative traffic.
Different solutions have been explored so far, falling in the interface proxying cate-
gory, that make it a pretty mature field. Explored solutions include software and hard-
ware implementations performing traffic classification and proxying over currently avail-
able hardware [30], as well as commercial solutions, as the Wake on Demand feature
of Mac OS X v10.6, to make shared files available also from sleeping machines [31].
2.2.3 Energy Aware Applications
Some work have been done in the direction of reducing the unnecessary energy waste
in networks by modifying the network devices operating systems and applications, as
well. Also in this case, the goal is to allow network equipments entering sleep states
without loosing their network presence, as for interface proxying. Unlike interface proxy-
ing, where the objective is reached by delegating functionalities to more energy efficient
devices, the idea behind energy aware applications is to achieve the goal by redesign
specific applications and operating system modules.
An example of energy aware application is the green version of BitTorrent described
in [32]. Here peers advertise their energy state, so that other peers may avoid waking
up idle peers, preferring chunks that are available at active ones.
Acting on the operating system to reduce the network energy consumption may be
instead done by a redesign of the transport-layer functionalities. In this case, the opti-
mizations are then shared by all the applications. An example of this approach has been
proposed in [33]. Here, specific signaling options are introduced in the TCP header to
signal the intention to enter a sleep state to the other party, which will buffer data for the
sleeping duration, without interrupting the connection. This strategy is illustrated in Fig.
2.4.
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Figure 2.6: Energy aware routing: routers and links are put to sleep when the network load is
low, while preserving connectivity. This technique may increase the load on some links (links
are represented with different edges thicknesses on the picture, to reflect different loads) and
QoS performance need to be carefully studied.
As the spectrum of the Internet applications is clearly a huge one, many directions
remain to be explore to push energy awareness into applications and operating sys-
tems. A good starting point may be the translation of the green principles into good
programming practices. This practice may potentially have a huge impact on the green-
ing of networks, since is able to hit both widespread programming libraries and popular
end-user applications.
2.2.4 Energy Aware Routing
The solutions seen so far involve only local decisions, through a single device or a very
small set of collaborative devices. While these techniques alone offer non-negligible
energy saving, further improvement can be expected from a reasonable amount of col-
laboration between individual devices, sharing a wider knowledge on the system state.
Following the resource consolidation principle, energy aware routing (illustrated in
Fig. 2.6), generally aims at aggregating traffic flows over a subset of the network de-
vices and links, allowing others to enter energy saving states. These solutions should
preserve connectivity and QoS, for instance by limiting the maximum utilization over any
link, or ensuring a minimum level of path diversity. Flow aggregation may be achieved,
for example, through a proper configuration of the routing weights. On the basis of dif-
ferent technological assumptions adopted, different solutions for energy aware routing
aims at putting in a sleep mode both links and nodes, or only links.
The problem of energy aware routing has been faced from different points of view,
starting from the original proposition in [34]. At first, centralized solutions have been
studied, supposing the presence of a central unit with a network global view, and evolv-
ing from the formal definition of the corresponding optimization problem [8], to the propo-
sition of different heuristics. The main contribution of this thesis work is represented by
the design and evaluation of technical solutions for the energy aware routing problem.
As a first step in this direction, we evaluated the impact on the upperbounds of en-
ergy aware routing, both in terms of achievable energy savings and of impact on the
traffic engineering, considering different network scenarios and different technological
solutions. This analysis is detailed in Chapter 3. As a further step, we analysed the
centralized solutions to the energy aware routing approach, and redefined the concept
of criticality of devices in a network scenario, to drive the energy aware routing process
to a better trade-off between the achievable energy saving and the impact on the traffic
engineering. The technical solutions for the energy aware routing based on our redefi-
nition of the device criticality are described in details in Chapter 4. Finally, we designed
and evaluated distributed approaches to the energy aware routing problem, in which
nodes share information leveraging the existent routing protocol, and take independent
decisions on the working/sleep state of the incident links. These distributed solutions
are detailed and analysed in Chapter 5.
2.2.5 Clean-Slate Approaches and Network Design
The techniques seen so far involve the injection of energy awareness into current net-
work architectures. Few works exist in the literature that have tackled energy awareness
from a global perspective, advocating the complete redesign of the network architec-
tures. Some works, for instance, advocate a higher use of optical networks (e.g. Dense
Wavelength Division Multiplexing - DWDM). It is now admitted that optical switching
is much more energy efficient, while offering an extremely large capacity. At the same
time, these technologies still suffer from a lack of flexibility with respect to the electronics
domain (as in the optical domain no buffering is possible, which motivated optical burst
switching [35]). A future challenge is probably to find efficient architectures combining
both optical transport and packet processing, when needed. For instance, [36] falls in
this category by proposing to complement the Internet with a parallel virtual DWDM
“super-highway” dedicated for deterministic traffic.
Finally, the problem of introducing energy-awareness into the network design pro-
cess is studied in [37, 38] from an operational research point of view. In more detail,
[37] introduces the energy consumption cost into the multicommodity formulation of the
design problem, together with the performance and robustness constraints. A similar
approach is adopted in [38], which evaluates also the tradeoff between energy con-
sumption and network performance, highlighting the fault tolerance characteristics of
the different possible working points.
2.3 The Benchmark Issue
All the solutions to reduce the network energy consumption, as well as their evalua-
tion, strongly rely on an energy consumption model. On the one side, we find network
dimensioning solutions, i.e., solutions facing an already defined network scenario, in-
cluding an already defined set of network devices. This set of solutions selects the best
working point for the network devices, in order to adapt the network energy consumption
to the current load (e.g., interface proxying, or energy-aware routing). The choice of the
device working points must be based on a specific energy model, describing a specific
technological scenario. The evaluation of network dimensioning solutions should take
into account the tradeoff between the achievable energy saving and the reduction of the
QoS and redundancy level, that result form the application of a specific solution.
Often, rather different estimates are gathered, via different models, for the same
power figure. This is especially true whenever large scale networks, as opposed to in-
dividual devices, are considered. Yet, we point out that obtaining power figures for real
network infrastructures represents a very challenging task, due to the inconsistence
of the different models, which further become quickly out-of-date. A careful sensitivity
analysis of a power model may show that the uncertainty of the overall results remains
substantially high, even when relying on carefully chosen and cross-verified data [39].
A community-wide effort is hence necessary to minimize such uncertainty, toward the
definition of a comprehensive methodology for measuring and reporting the energy
consumption of networks, and toward the creation and maintenance of a repository
of energy-related figures. We contribute to this effort by profiling the end-user power
consumption related to the Web browsing and Flash plug-in loading, by considering
different hardware platforms, operating systems, browsers, and websites [40]
On the other side of the green networking spectrum, we find network design so-
lutions, which address the design of new network infrastructure. This set of solutions
selects the network technologies and the set of network devices to form the infrastruc-
ture (e.g., [36–38]). The choice of the network technology and devices is generally
driven by the tradeoff between the system performance, and the corresponding en-
ergy expenditure. Despite the fact that energy efficient communication networks have
already gained a considerable attention by a broad research community, a comprehen-
sive methodology for measuring and reporting the energy consumption of the network
systems looks far to be established.
The current literature proposes many heterogeneous metrics to qualify and quantify
the energy savings. Due to this heterogeneity, comparison of competing solutions may
be more favorable to a solution rather than to another, depending on the metrics used
to express the results of the benchmark. Hence, it becomes fundamental to define a
coherent framework for the evaluation of networks, which should be able to fully charac-
terize any possible tradeoff between energy consumption and system performance. Our
contribution in this direction is represented by the comparison and contrast of various
energy-related metrics used in the recent literature, by means of a taxonomy definition,
as well as through relevant case studies [14].
As a result of the performed analysis, we evaluate the performances of the analysed
technical green networking solutions on the basis of the resulting trade-off between the
achievable energy saving and the impact on the traffic engineering. In particular, we
evaluate the achievable energy saving as the amount of energy saved with respect
to an energy-agnostic network configuration (i.e., a network configuration in which all
devices are on), over a reference time interval representing all the different possible traf-
fic conditions. On the other hand, we evaluate the impact on the traffic engineering
as the variation of the distribution of the link load resulting from the application of the
considered solution (i.e., the rate between the amount of traffic carried by a link and the
link capacity). In particular, given a traffic profile (i.e., a set of traffic requests among
the different network devices), and a network configuration, the resulting maximum link
load is generally taken as a reference of the QoS level on the network [41], as the other
classical QoS indicators directly depend on it (e.g., higher link loads generally come
with higher loss probability, lower goodput, and higher delays) [42].
Chapter 3
Energy-Aware Routing as an
Optimization Problem
Once a network has been designed (i.e., the resources that will compose it have been
deployed), a periodical off-line process is applied to optimize the utilization of resources,
which is usually referred to as “routing optimization”. This classical process consists, in
particular, in determining the paths used for each origin-destination pair or, equivalently,
to ingress-egress routers in a transit network. Common optimization objective is to avoid
congestion by e.g., balancing the traffic as evenly as possible on the network links, or by
ensuring that maximum link utilization always remains below a given threshold. In pure
IP networks, the path used by each flow is determined by the Internal Gateway Protocol
(IGP), based on link administrative weights. Network dimensioning is thus handled
by careful weight assignments, for instance using IGP Weight Optimization (IGP-WO)
algorithms [5].
One of the most common green practices in network dimensioning consists in re-
source consolidation: this technique aims at reducing the energy consumption due to
devices underutilized at a given time. Given that the traffic level in a given network
approximately follows a well known daily and weekly behavior, there is an opportunity
to aggregate traffic flows over a subset of the network devices, allowing other devices
to be temporarily switched off. This solution shall of course preserve connectivity and
QoS, e.g., by limiting the maximum utilization over any link. In other words, the required
level of performance will still be guaranteed, but using an amount of resources that is
dimensioned over the actual traffic demand, rather than for the peak demand. Flow ag-
gregation may be achieved, for example, through a proper configuration of the routing
weights in an IP network.
3.1 The Problem Formulation
The problem of resource consolidation may be formalized as an optimization problem,
where the objective is the minimization of the total network energy consumption, and
constraints include the classical connectivity constraints, and QoS constraints. In more
details, we represent the network as a directed graph, G = (N, L), with N the set of
nodes modeling interconnection devices, and L the set of arcs modeling the communi-
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cation links. For any network element a (node or link), we will denote by la its load and
by ca its capacity, i.e., the maximum load it can support.
The objective is to find the network configuration (i.e., the working point of the nodes
and links of the network) that minimizes the total network energy consumption, ex-
pressed as the sum of the consumptions of all nodes and links. The energy consump-
tion of devices is generally considered to be composed by (i) a fix part E0a (correspond-
ing to the idle energy consumption), and (ii) a variable part Eva(la/ca), depending on the
traffic load of the device. To model this, a binary variable xa is considered to model the
status of the element a (xa = 1 whenever a is on and xa = 0 otherwise). Finally, links
are full duplex and they are considered entirely powered on as soon as one direction
conveys traffic. Since in the above graph formulation the two directions are separately
modeled, the link load is the sum of both directions loads. With this model, the network
total energy consumption may be represented by the following expression (where the
first sum needs to be divided by a factor 2 in order to avoid counting links twice):
1
2
∑
(i,j)∈L
(Efij((lij + lji)/(cij + cji)) + xijE0ij) +
∑
n∈N
(Efn(ln/cn) + xnE0n) (3.1)
The load imposed to the network is defined by a Traffic Matrix (TM) that specifies, for
every couple of ingress and egress nodes (s, d), the traffic flowing from s to d, denoted
by rsd hereafter. Each traffic requests from s to d is routed across the network, gener-
ating a traffic of fsdij over any link (i, j). This TM defines the following set of constraints:
∑
(i,s,d)∈N3
fsdij −
∑
(i,s,d)∈N3
fsdji =


rsd ∀(s, d) ∈ N
2, j = s
−rsd ∀(s, d) ∈ N
2, j = d
0 ∀(s, d) ∈ N2, j Ó= s, d
(3.2)
As mentioned above, to preserve QoS, no links should reach a 100% utilization, or
more in general, an arbitrary value α that the network manager considers safe enough.
This defines the following set of constraints:
∑
(s,d)∈N2
fsdij = lij ≤ αcij ∀(i, j) ∈ L (3.3)
We further assume node load to be directly proportional to the amount of traffic
entering and leaving the node. In particular, we consider that they are equal, which
adds the following constraints to our problem:
ln =
∑
(i,n)∈L
lin +
∑
(n,i)∈L
lni ∀n ∈ N (3.4)
Finally, we consider that a node or a link is switched off if its load is equal to zero.
This allows to relate variables xa and la for any element of the network through the
following sets of constraints:
Zxij ≥ lij + lji ∀i, j ∈ L (3.5)
Zxn ≥ ln ∀n ∈ N (3.6)
where Z is a “big” number (i.e., greater than twice the maximum between the nodes
and the links capacities), used to force the variable xa to take the value 1 when a has a
load greater than 0, and the value 0 when la = 0
Minimizing the total energy consumption (3.1) while satisfying all the constraints
mentioned in this section is a mixed integer program, with binary variables (xa) and
continuous variables (la).
3.2 Results on Real Network Scenarios
The above introduced optimization problem has been solved for some network scenar-
ios and energy models, in order to gather guidelines on its behavior.
First of all, the problem requires to rely on an accurate energy consumption model
in order to be correctly formulated and solved. Yet, we point out that obtaining energy
consumption figures for real network infrastructures represents a very challenging task,
due to the inconsistence of the different models, which further become quickly out-of-
date. The studied formulation (eq. 3.1) includes thus a general model, describing the
device energy consumption as a function of their utilization level, and expressing it in a
parametric form, making the model easily extensible to other cases.
It is generally accepted that the energy consumption of network devices grows lin-
early between a minimum value E0, which corresponds to the idle state, and a maximum
value M , which corresponds to the maximum utilization [43]. Furthermore, a null energy
consumption is assumed when the device is in a sleep/off state1 (i.e., when its utilization
level is equal to 0). The general model for the considered devices is illustrated in Fig.
3.1 by a solid red line, and will be referred to as “idleEnergy”.
Two special cases of the considered energy model are of particular interest in our
analysis. In the “fully proportional” model, the parameter E0 is equal to 0. This model
represents an ideal case of fully energy aware devices, such as communication links
supporting rate adaptation [27]. Nodes could also present such a behavior when their
components are regulated in function of the load (e.g., Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS),
modular switching fabrics, etc.). The fully proportional model is thus a resultant of sev-
eral green technologies, which are not necessary available today, and is thus to be
considered as a futuristic scenario. This model is illustrated in Fig. 3.1 by a dashed
green line. On the opposite, in the “energy agnostic” model, the E0 parameter is equal
1Depending on the considered technology, devices may be completely switched off, or allow different
sleep states. We will generically refer to any sleep/off state as off, but similar considerations can be done
for a generic sleep state.
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Figure 3.1: Different models for the network device energy consumption, expressed as param-
eterized function of the device utilization.
to M . This case models network elements whose energy consumption is constant, in-
dependently from their load, and are never powered off (i.e., a common case today).
This case is illustrated in Fig. 3.1 by a dotted blue line.
Two interesting case studies for the optimum solution of the energy-aware routing
are represented by the Geant network scenario [13], and by the Italian ISP network
scenario [7]. The Geant case study represents a worst case for what concerns the
achievable energy saving, since in this network scenario all nodes are access nodes
(i.e., source and destination of traffic requests), which can hence never be switched
off. On the other hand, the Italian ISP scenario represents a well-disposed scenario for
what concerns the achievable energy saving, since the network have been designed
with a high degree of redundancy, and an high number of devices can be switched off
without affecting the normal network working state.
In practice, topology and traffic details are publicly available for the Geant scenario
[13]. It represents a real and fairly complex network, including 23 nodes, and 74 links
(the network topology is reported in Fig. 3.2 (a) ). As traffic data, we selected a subset
of the available TMs, specifically 24 TMs, taken at hourly intervals between 00:30 and
23:30 of 5/5/2005. Notice that this TM set includes the complete traffic variation of a
standard working day. Notice also that results are averaged over the whole day period.
The aggregated traffic variation is reported in Fig. 3.2 (b). For what concerns the energy
model, we tuned its parameter for this network, according to power figures available
in [26, 44–46], which represent widely accepted and diffused figures available in the
literature. Table 3.1 summarizes the used values for the E0 and M parameters, where
C represents the node switching capability. As the overall switching capability for nodes
in the Geant topology is not available, we considered a node as being able to switch
the double of the sum of the capacity of all links connected to it. This is a design
conservative choice, that would allow the network manager to add a reasonable number
of links without having to change the devices.
The optimization problem has been modeled using AMPL [47], and CPLEX [48]
has been used for its numerical solution. Results have been obtained considering the
power figures reported in Table 3.1, considering an idleEnergy behavior, but also, based
on the same value of the M parameter, considering an energy-agnostic and a fully
proportional behavior, to model both legacy energy agnostic devices, and foreseen
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Figure 3.2: A representation of the Geant network topology used in the solution evaluation (on
the left - the link thickness is proportional to the link bandwidth), and the day/night behavior of
the aggregated traffic profile for the Geant network scenario (on the right).
Table 3.1: Energy consumption parameters in Watts, for the different Geant network elements.
Network element E0 [Watt] M [Watt] Ref.
Nodes 0.85C3/2 C3/2 [45]
(0-100] Mbps links 0.48 0.48 [46], [26]
(100-600] Mbps links 0.90 1.00 [46], [26]
(600-1000] Mbps links 1.70 2.00 [44]
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Figure 3.3: Energy consumption in Watts for the Geant network scenario, considering the IGP-
Wo routing and the routing resulting from the solution of the optimization problem (“Green”), for
different energy models.
more green devices. As a performance metric, the percentage of energy saving has
been selected, with respect to a routing configuration using the IGP-WO algorithm [49].
IGP-WO is a standard practice in operator networks. This reference scenario will be
referred to as “IGP-WO routing” in the following. The total network energy consumption
resulting for the three energy models, in the case of IGP-WO routing, and of optimal
routing (“Green”) are reported in Fig. 3.3. More detailed results are reported in [6].
In general, results obtained for the Geant network scenario with the idleEnergy
model, show that energy saving is mainly a consequence of switching off network ele-
ments, since this avoids the idle energy consumption E0. From the values considered
in Table 3.1, it is clear that the impact of the fix component E0 on the overall energy
consumption is much greater than the proportional energy component due to the de-
vice load (M − E0). Moreover, it results also that the energy parameters of nodes are
generally two orders of magnitude larger than the ones of links. This means that energy
saving resulting from switching off links represents a small contribution to the total en-
ergy saving (even if consistent with respect to the sole link contribution, i.e., about 34%
of saving). However, given the topology and traffic level, it is generally not possible to
switch off nodes (every node is source and destination of traffic, in the Geant network),
even if it is possible to switch off links. This is why the Geant scenario represents a
worst case for energy-aware routing, lower bounding the achievable energy saving (the
overall energy saving is on average around 0.2%).
In the case of the fully proportional model, the energy saving is a consequence of
the aggregation of traffic over paths involving the most energy efficient devices, while
there is no interest in switching off nodes and links, since there is no idle energy con-
sumption (E0 = 0). It results that (i) it is possible to achieve a much higher energy
saving by means of energy-aware devices (presenting a fully proportional energy con-
sumption) than with nowadays devices presenting at most a partial energy awareness,
and that (ii) green routing and green technologies (such as link rate adaptation [24] and
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling [50], which bring links and nodes close to a fully
proportional behavior) naturally interact for enhanced saving performances (e.g., green
routing brings a further 8% of energy saving, when used on the Geant scenario with
fully-proportional devices, much more than what it was able to bring in the case of the
idleEnergy model, i.e., 0.2%).
The Geant network scenario represents a limit case also for what concerns QoS
considerations. If the maximum link load is bounded by the α parameter, the link load
distribution does not change much when passing from the IGP-WO routing to the opti-
mum energy-aware routing (the two distributions are compared in Fig. 3.4 for the 00:30
TM under the idleEnergy model. Qualitatively similar considerations hold for the other
scenarios as well). The main difference between the two load distributions is that the
“Green” solution brings a considerable number of links to a zero utilization (links that
can now be turned off to save energy). As a consequence, green routing also increases
the number of links with a higher utilization level, as traffic is aggregated over a subset
of the network devices. In the Geant scenario, the switch off procedure only involves
links which are lightly loaded when the IGP-WO routing is used (i.e., about 5% of aver-
age load). This is why such procedure does not affect much the link load distribution,
even if intuitively it is acting against the common practices to guarantee QoS in network
(e.g., redundancy and distribution of the charge over all the available paths).
On the other side of the scenario spectrum, we can find the Italian ISP [7]. The
“Italian” network, in fact, presents different hierarchical level nodes, among which only
the nodes belonging to the first and the last level are source and destination of traffic,
while nodes belonging to other hierarchical levels can be switched off to save energy,
without affecting the network working state. Moreover, all the inter-level connections are
redundant, to guarantee fault tolerance, making possible to switch off redundant paths
to save energy. Finally, the energy model takes into account different technologies with
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Figure 3.4: Link load distribution under the IGP-WO and optimum energy aware routing
(“Green”).
respect to what has been done for the Geant scenario, including optical transceivers,
and regenerators along links, and resulting in a much higher contribution of links to the
total power consumption. As a result, a much higher energy saving can be achieved
(i.e., about 35%), even with non energy-proportional devices (see [7] for more detailed
results).
3.3 Possible Formulation Extensions
The above presented formulation for the energy-aware routing considers a specific tech-
nological scenario, in which communication links can be switched off, as well as whole
routers. Note that whole routers are switched off only if all the incident links are switched
off. Some technological scenarios may present different constraints. For instance, con-
sidering currently deployed nodes, they present long switching on/off times, requiring
eventually to act on a multi-hour optimization base, in order to minimize the number of
reconfigurations across the day. Furthermore, in case of faults, off devices have to be
switched back on, in order to accommodate the extra traffic previously carried by the
fault device. In case of too long switching on times, network management policies may
not allow switching off whole routers, but only communication links.
On the other hand, when device architecture allows acting on a more fine granularity,
by independently switching off single parts, the model can easily be extended to account
for that possibility. For instance, it may be possible to switch off single cables in a bundle,
as considered in [51], or linecards for which all ports are off, or switching fabrics for
which all the connected line cards are off, etc.
We choose a model which was complete enough to account for all network devices,
modular enough to be easily extendable, and, at the same time, simple enough to be
solvable in reasonable amount of time for average size network scenarios. Starting
by the presented model, extensions to include different architectures or policies, are
straightforward.

Chapter 4
Device Criticality and Heuristics for the
Energy-Aware Routing
The optimization of the energy-aware routing problem, as presented in Chapter 3, is a
mixed integer program, presenting both integer and linear variables, and thus NP-hard
to be solved. As such, the time required for its solution computation rapidly increases,
becoming infeasible for large topologies. This remains true even when considering ad-
hoc formulation modifications, which take advantage of particular network characteris-
tics, as shown in [7]. Moreover, in the solution of the optimization problem, the choice of
the set of devices to be switched off to save energy is driven only by the energy costs,
and does not take into account the “criticality” of devices in the network scenario.
To overcame the complexity of finding an optimal solution to the energy-aware rout-
ing when considering large networks, some heuristics have been studied and evaluated.
In particular, the proposed heuristics are based on successive switch off attempts for
network devices, based on a specific ranking: every network device is considered in
turn, and switched off if its absence in the current network configuration does not affect
the normal network working state [7–9]. Examples of evaluated device rankings are:
- Most Power (MP - switching off devices from the most power-hungry to least one).
The intuition behind this heuristics is to maximize the impact of the resource con-
solidation process on the energy saving [7].
- Least Flow (LF - switching off devices starting from the one which would be least
loaded in an energy agnostic configuration). The intuition behind this heuristics is
to minimize the impact of the resource consolidation process on the traffic rout-
ing [7]. This heuristics has been further refined in [9], by recomputing the link
load after each switch off attempt, instead of considering only the link load of the
energy-agnostic configuration along the whole resource consolidation process.
- Opt-edge (OE). This heuristics exploits specific characteristics on the network
topology in exam, namely the multi-home connection of edge nodes, by grouping
paths to/from edge nodes, on a subset of the higher level nodes, and switching off
the others [8].
- Least Link (LL - switching off nodes from the one with the lowest degree, and the
corresponding adjacent links). This heuristics leverage on the intuition that nodes
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with lower degree are easier to be switched off without affecting the network func-
tionalities, and that switching off a single high degree node can deny to more than
one other node to be switched off without affecting the normal network working
state [8].
- random (R). This ranking is usually used as lower bound in the performance eval-
uation.
Some of the proposed heuristics are specifics for network scenarios in which it is
possible to switch off entire nodes (e.g., LL), others can be adapted for scenarios with
different technological constraints (e.g., the MP policy may be used to sort both links,
and nodes). In the case in which both nodes and links can be switched off, it has
been shown that higher energy savings can be achieved by first performing switch off
attempts on nodes, and then on the residual links, as otherwise specific link configu-
rations may then avoid nodes to be switched off [7]. For instance, in the case of the
MP policy, a first switch off attempt is performed on nodes, following the MP ranking
on nodes, and, then, a switch off attempt is performed on the residual links, following
the MP ranking on links. In this way, mixed strategies may be defined, following two
different rankings on nodes and links. Detailed results are presented in [7], analysing
the different resulting trade-offs between energy saving and QoS.
4.1 A Criticality-Driven Device Ranking: the G-Game
All the previously considered rankings select the set of devices that can be safely
switched off on the basis of their power consumption (e.g., MP), or of their working state
in an energy-agnostic network configuration (e.g., LF). We believe that the resource
consolidation process should be driven by an accurate evaluation of the criticality of de-
vices in the specific network scenario. However, there is no satisfactory definition of the
criticality of nodes in a network. Classical indexes rank routers based either on the sole
topological aspects, such as betweenness centrality, degree, closeness, eigenvector,
or on the sole traffic load, such as LF.
The Game theory represents a powerful tool to define a criticality index that ac-
counts for both aspects at the same time: modeling the resource consolidation problem
as a cooperative Transferable Utility Game (TU-Game), the Shapley value of each node
indicates how much the node contributes in the traffic delivery process, and how its
absence would affect the network on “average” (i.e., over all possible network configu-
rations). This game, (the Green-Game, or G-Game for short, from now on) takes as its
only inputs the network topology, i.e., the set of links and devices, and the TM, i.e., the
amount of traffic routed by the network between each pair of devices. The Shapley value
on the G-Game defines a joint topology-aware and traffic-aware ranking of the network
devices, that can profitably be used to drive the resource consolidation process.
4.1.1 The G-Game Definition
A communication network can be represented as a graph G = (N, E). N is the set
of vertices, whose elements, i ∈ N , represent the interconnection nodes (routers,
switches, etc.). E is the set of edges, whose elements e = {i, j} ∈ E, represent
the communication links existing between pairs of nodes i, j ∈ N . We denote by n
the cardinality of N (i.e., n = |N |). Between any two nodes i, j ∈ N , data may be
transported along one or several paths. A path is an ordered sequence of vertices
pi,j = (i = i0, i1, i2, . . . , ik−1, ik = j). A path that does not contain twice the same node,
∀ia, ib ∈ pi,j , ia Ó= ib, is called an acyclic (or loop-less) path.
Communication networks are dimensioned based on measurements and estimates
of the volume of data they have to support under realistic conditions. Various scenarios
such as daytime traffic, nighttime traffic, etc. may be considered. Each scenario is
characterized by a traffic matrix, T = (ti,j)i,j∈N , in which an element ti,j represents the
volume of traffic entering the network through node i and exiting through node j. We
denote by v the total traffic load that the network has to route, with respect to a given
TM T : v(N) =
∑
i,j∈N ti,j .
Let us consider an arbitrary subgraph of G, GS = (S, ES) formed by the nodes
S ⊆ N and by the corresponding subset of edges ES = {{i, j} : i, j ∈ S} ⊆ E. The
amount of traffic that GS can effectively transport, with respect to T , is denoted by
v(S) =
∑
i,j∈S ti,j1IGS(i, j), where 1IGS(i, j) = 1 whenever i and j are connected in GS
(i.e., there exist a path in GS from i to j) and zero otherwise. By convention v(∅) = 0.
Let us denote by P(N) the set of parts (i.e., subsets) of N . As N is a finite set of
elements and as v is a function of P(N) into R, the couple (N, v) defines a coalitional
game, precisely the G-Game. A group of nodes (players), C ⊆ N is called a coalition
and the value v(C) is called the worth of the coalition C, while v is called the character-
istic function of the game. The problem of determining which network elements can be
safely switched off without disrupting the network can be modeled as the search for a
coalition with the same worth as the full network, but with a reduced size.
In other words, given any TM, we need to identify the most important nodes in
the network: in case the problem is modeled as a coalitional game, the solution is
represented by Shapley value. The Shapley value averages the marginal contribution
of each node over many possible scenarios, which makes it perfectly suited to find a
good tradeoff between saving energy and preserving QoS.
Let us denote by ΣN the set of permutations over N : ΣN = {σ : N → N :
σ is a bijection}. We also denote by B[i, σ] the set of nodes that appear before node i
with respect to permutation σ, including i itself: B[i, σ] = {j ∈ N s.t. σ−1(j) ≤ σ−1(i)}.
B(i, σ) is similarly defined as the set of nodes that appear before node i with respect to
permutation σ, excluding i: B(i, σ) = {j ∈ N s.t. σ−1(j) < σ−1(i)}. The marginal value
of node i ∈ N , with respect to the order σ is defined as:
mσi = v(B[i, σ])− v(B(i, σ)) .
Intuitively, the marginal value of a node according to an order represents its impor-
tance in maintaining the network performance when nodes are switched off (or fail), one
by one, following the order σ. The Shapley Value φi of node i ∈ N is defined as the
average of the marginal values associated to i for all possible permutations of N :
φi =
∑
σ∈ΣN
mσi
n!
. (4.1)
φi defines a ranking on the nodes, which appears particularly relevant for our prob-
lem. For each node i, φi increases with the number of coalitions that i participates to
and with the importance of i in each coalition. The Shapley value takes indeed into
account the number of primary and backup paths each node lays on, reflecting the po-
sition of the node in the topology in a similar way to centrality measures. Sec. 4.1.3
provides a comparison with other classical centrality indexes. Exploring every path,
the Shapley value grants higher values to nodes whose removal would disconnect the
graph, or to nodes belonging to small sets whose presence in the network is essential
for traffic delivery. Another important advantage of this approach is that this ranking
takes into account the characteristic function v, defined as the volume of traffic trans-
ported by a coalition. In other words, the higher the value φi for a device i is, the higher
its contribution to traffic routing on average over all coalitions will be. For more insight
on the Shapley value, we refer the interested reader to [52].
4.1.2 On the Efficient Computation of the Shapley Value
The computation of Shapley value according to (4.1) is computationally expensive, as
it requires considering all the n! potential permutations of N . However, any coalitional
game can be decomposed as a linear combination of unanimity games [52]. This de-
composition provides a less expensive method to calculate the Shapley value. For a set
of players N , an unanimity game, (N, uR), is defined over a subset of nodes R ⊆ N by
its characteristic function, uR, which associates to any subset C ⊆ N a boolean value:
uR(C) = 1 if and only if R ⊆ C, uR(C) = 0 otherwise. By convention, uR(∅) = 0. Any
coalitional game (N, v) admits a unique decomposition in unanimity games over P(N):
v =
∑
C∈P(N)
λC uC , with λC(v) ∈ R,∀C ∈ P(N) , (4.2)
where λC are called the Harsanyi dividends [53], that are defined recursively by:
λC =
∑
B⊂C
(−1)|C|−|B| v(T ) . (4.3)
The Shapley value of a node i ∈ N is fully determined by these dividends, considering
all the subsets of N in which i appears:
φi =
∑
C∈P(N);i∈C
λC
|C|
. (4.4)
The complexity of this computation is O(3n), considering that this expression re-
quires at most a computation of all the 2n Harsanyi dividends. Each λC(v) computation
requires to enumerate all the subsets B included in C (i.e., 2|C| sets). Ordering the sets
C by increasing cardinality, we can thus see that the total complexity for computing all
the dividends can be expressed as:
∑n
k=0
(n
k
)
2k = 3n. Even though 3n is asymptotically
lower than n!, the algorithm complexity remains exponential.
Fortunately, a further simplification is introduced in [54]: as the Shapley value re-
flects the importance of a node in the routing process, we do not need to consider the
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Figure 4.1: Toy examples illustrating the Shapley value computation. On the left graph, two
acyclic paths exist between i and j, one augmenting the other. On the right graph, alternative
paths exist between i and j. Dark arrows represent the traffic request from node i to node j.
whole P(N), but only the elements that represent valid paths in which the node par-
ticipates. In addition, “augmented” paths shall not be considered. Let us consider two
paths, P and Q between i and j, such that Q = P ∪R. Q is an “augmented” path, since
P ⊆ Q. For example, let us consider paths P = (i, A, B, j) and Q = (i, A, C, B, j) in
Fig. 4.1 (left). Nodes in R = Q\P (i.e., C in the example) do not provide any alternative
when a node in P is switched off. Therefore, they should not increase their score for
participating in path Q. Note that cyclic paths are special cases of augmented paths,
meaning that only acyclic paths are of interest.
More formally, let us now denote by ME({i, j}) the set of all acyclic paths between i
and j in G, and let Kij denote the cardinality of this set. For each path p, we denote by
pi(p) the unordered set of nodes composing p. For instance, pi ((A, B)) = pi ((B, A)) =
{A, B}. Let us also denote by Pk (ME({i, j})) the set composed by all the combina-
tions of the union of k paths in ME({i, j}). Let us extend the pi notation to a set of paths,
by posing pi(p) = pi(p1) ∪ pi(p2) ∪ . . . ∪ pi(pk) for a path p = {p1, p2, . . . , pk}. The follow-
ing expression defines the graph-restricted game [55], by introducing a characteristic
function for a unanimity game that removes the influence of augmented paths:
ui,j =
Kij∑
k=1

 ∑
p∈Pk(ME({i,j})
(−1)k+1 upi(p)

 . (4.5)
To better understand the rationale behind (4.5), let us consider the toy-case example
of Fig. 4.1 (left). First, the set of acyclic paths is composed of Ki,j = 2 elements:
ME({i, j}) = {p1 = (i, A, B, j), p2 = (i, A, C, B, j)}. Applying the previous formula, we
may express ui,j as:
ui,j = upi(p1) + upi(p2) − upi({p1,p2})
= u{i,A,B,j} + u{i,A,B,C,j} − u{i,A,B,C,j}
= u{i,A,B,j} .
We may thus neglect the augmented paths and restrict our computations on the
set M∗E({i, j}) = {P ∈ME({i, j}) : ∄Q ∈ME({i, j}) Q ⊂ P}. For a given path p ∈
M∗E({i, j}), the value of upi(p) is equal to 1 for every subset of nodes part of this path,
leading to a Shapley value increase proportionally to ti,j and inversely proportionally to
the path length. For a path p and a node h, let us define 1Ih(p) = 1 if node h belongs to
p, and 1Ih(p) = 0 otherwise. Denoting by K∗ij the cardinality of M
∗
E{i, j}, and by φ(i, j)
the Shapley value of the unanimity game ui,j , the Shapley value granted to a node h is
thus φh =
∑
i,j φh(i, j), with
φh(i, j) = ti,j
K∗
ij∑
k=1

 ∑
p∈Pk(M∗E{i,j})
(−1)k+1
|pi(p)|
1Ih(p)

 . (4.6)
For the sake of illustration, let us consider the example depicted on Fig. 4.1 (right).
If we consider that the traffic matrix only has one non-null element, say ti,j = 1, the
resulting Shapley value φ = (φi, φA, φB, φC , φj) is:
φ =
((
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.
These values show that the traffic source and destination, i and j, are the most
critical nodes, as their Shapley value is maximal. Then comes A, which lies on the
shortest path from i to j, and finally B and C are granted the smallest values, as they
represent a longer, backup path.
Computing the Shapley value using (4.6) is still computationally intensive when con-
sidering a realistic, and hence complex, network scenario. Specific heuristics have been
designed and evaluated in [56], which considerably reduce the Shapley value compu-
tational complexity, focusing only on paths relevant for the network operation, but still
resulting in an accurate computation of the Shapley values. These heuristics leverage
on the use of the taboo search [57], and on the limitation of the maximum path length,
based on the intuition that very long paths (i.e., greater than the network diameter)
are rarely used in real networks, and that path contributions to the Shapley value are
inversely proportional to the path lengths (as shown, e.g., in (4.6)).
4.1.3 Results on Real Network Scenarios
Once the Shapley value is computed for every node in the network, it can be used as
ranking to determine in which order switch off attempts are executed on nodes (i.e.,
from the less to the most critical). In this section, we evaluate the tradeoff between QoS
and energy savings, comparing the proposed method with other classical node ranking
schemes.
To provide a relevant evaluation, we take special care in building a realistic sce-
nario. As far as the network is concerned, we consider the reference topology of an
ISP participating in the TIGER2 project, and the corresponding traffic matrix. This net-
work, depicted in Fig. 4.2, represents a portion of the ISP access/metropolitan network
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Figure 4.2: The TIGER2 reference topology.
segment. The light-shaded nodes (1 to 8) are access nodes, source and destination
of traffic requests, and can not be switched off. The dark nodes (9 to 21) are transit
nodes, performing only traffic transport, and can be switched off. Node T is the traffic
collection point, providing access to the core network and the big Internet, with whom
nodes typically exchange the majority of the traffic.
We adopt the node power consumption model proposed by [45], widely accepted in
the literature, and already used for the performance evaluation of the optimal energy-
aware routing, in Chapter 3. The power consumption Pi (in Watts) of a node, is related
to its switching capability Ci (in Mb/s) according to Pi = C
2/3
i . Again, since the node
switching capability has not been disclosed for the considered scenario, we consider
that a node is able to switch twice the capacity of its entire set of connected links. As, in
this technological scenario, nodes are responsible for the majority of the network power
consumption [6], we focus on methods to switch-off nodes and neglect the energy that
might be further saved by switching off links (i.e., network interfaces).
The G-Game vs. other Possible Criticality Rankings
The “criticality” of nodes in a network can be evaluated relatively easily based on the
sole topology, or on the sole volume of traffic routed by each node. For what concerns
topology based rankings, the most widely used ones are based either on the connec-
tivity of each node (Degree centrality [58]), on the number of shortest paths passing
through each node (Betweenness centrality [59]), on the average distance between
each couple of nodes (Closeness centrality [60]), or on the importance of nodes neigh-
bors (Eigenvector centrality [61]). For what concerns the amount of routed traffic, we
will refer to the LF ranking, proposed by [8], and already described at the beginning of
this Chapter.
The above indexes either consider the topology or the traffic, but not both. The
Shapley value resulting from the G-Game, instead, takes into account (i) the traffic
expressed by the traffic matrix and (ii) the importance of the node in the routing process.
The node importance in the topology is evaluated in the G-Game by taking into account
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Figure 4.3: Node criticality when considering only the network topology in the G-Game, i.e.,
G-Game U-TM (left), and when considering also the real traffic matrix, i.e., the full G-Game
(right).
the number of paths a node lies on, similarly to the betweenness centrality. However,
unlike betweenness centrality, the Shapley value takes into account failure scenarios by
considering not only the shortest paths, but also longer paths that can provide alternate
paths in degraded scenarios. Note that a scenario in which a node has been switched
off to save energy, or the same node fails, are equivalent from the point of view of the
routing, and of the G-Game.
All the above listed criticality indexes have been evaluated on the reference network
scenario. We also compare two different versions of the Shapley value: (i) a simplified
index that reflects only the network topology, considering the G-Game with a uniform
traffic matrix, referred to as G-Game U-TM hereafter; (ii) the full G-Game earlier defined,
that considers the actual traffic matrix. Fig. 4.3 offers a graphical representation of the
difference between the G-Game and the G-Game U-TM: in this representation, the size
and color of a node represent its criticality in the considered game (the bigger and the
darker the node, the higher its criticality). As expected, the collection point T has the
largest worth in the G-Game due the amount of traffic transiting to/from the big Internet,
whereas transit nodes i ∈ [9, 21] have a lower worth as they are interchangeable. As
long as the traffic matrix is satisfied, there is no preference among transit nodes.
Recall that, to switch off nodes, we are only interested in the order of criticality
among nodes, rather than in the evaluation of the precise values of node criticality.
Therefore, to compare the different rankings we compute the Paerson correlation co-
efficients between every pair of rankings. Results are summarized in Tab. 4.1, where
coefficients range from -1 to 1: a value close to 1 reflects a direct correlation (i.e., same
order), a value close to -1 reflects an inverse correlation (i.e., inverse orders), and a
value close to 0 reflects the absence of correlation. From these results, four families
of rankings appear: LF and Shapley value produce singular rankings (i.e., that are not
correlated with any other). Most topology-related rankings (Betweenness, Closeness,
G-Game U-TM) are similar (correlation ∼0.9) and are evaluated only through the G-
Game U-TM hereafter. Degree and Eigenvalues also form a distinct family which is
omitted below as resulting less pertinent, and performing poorly.
Table 4.1: Correlation coefficients between the rankings defined by different criteria.
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G-Game (U-TM) 1.00
Betweenness 0.97 1.00
Degree 0.46 0.53 1.00
Closeness 0.87 0.91 0.62 1.00
Eigenvector -0.01 0.08 0.73 0.18 1.00
G-Game 0.41 0.43 0.25 0.51 -0.02 1.00
LF 0.43 0.49 0.48 0.60 0.19 0.56 1.00
Energy Savings vs. QoS
Energy saving capability is evaluated with respect to the energy-agnostic configuration,
in which all nodes are powered on (referred to as “Baseline” configuration). We fo-
cus on three different node rankings: (i) the one obtained by the full G-Game, (ii) the
one obtained by the G-Game U-TM, based only on topology, and representative of the
“topology-related” ranking family, and the (iii) LF ranking, based only on the TM. The
resulting orders of nodes are reported in Tab. 4.2.
Table 4.2: List of the network nodes, ordered (left to right) from the least to the most critical one,
according to different criticality rankings. Underlined values identify nodes that can be switched
off such that the network remains able to carry the traffic matrix. Bold values identify nodes
considered in the resource consolidation process.
Ranking Node ID
G-Game 9 15 13 14 16 21 11 10 20 19 17 18 12 8 5 7 4 3 6 1 2 T
G-Game (U-TM) 5 9 14 20 21 15 13 11 10 4 16 19 6 1 12 17 8 T 7 3 18 2
LF 9 15 8 7 5 4 21 20 2 3 1 6 14 11 10 19 16 13 12 17 18 T
To evaluate the pertinence of the different rankings, we select a set of nodes that
can be switched off by scanning the list sorted by increasing criticality (i.e., safest first).
The algorithm examines each node in turn, by checking whether its removal, in addition
to nodes previously turned off, would prevent the network from routing the whole TM (by
means of a linear program). Nodes that can be switched off, for the different considered
orders, are underlined in Tab. 4.2. Notice that nodes that can be switched off are less
critical in the G-Game ranking with respect to the LF ranking: hence, they are found
earlier during the list scan.
Indeed, the energy saving objective shall affect neither the offered QoS, nor the
network robustness. Yet, the greedy switch-off approaches considered so far tend to
leave little space to redundancy, and even less means to control the redundancy level.
An alternative option to control redundancy is to stop the process when reaching a
preconfigured target maximum number of switched off nodes, selected by scanning the
whole list if necessary.
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of the link utilization, considering different ranks and in the Baseline
configuration.
To evaluate the impact of this strategy on the reference network, let us fix a limit of
Noff = 3 off nodes, so that at most 25% of the transit nodes can be switched off at
the same time; the nodes selected by each strategy are those highlighted in boldface in
Tab. 4.2. After a network configuration is selected (i.e., after Noff nodes are switched
off), we compute the link load by routing the traffic matrix on the resulting topology:
in more detail, we use TOTEM [62] to perform an optimization of the routing weights
(using the IGP-WO algorithm [49]) and route the traffic enabling Equal Cost Multi Path
(ECMP). It follows that we are able to not only evaluate topological properties, but also
to precisely measure the load on individual links. This is an important point, as the
distribution of the link utilization is a very relevant Traffic Engineering (TE) indicator for
carriers, as previously introduced in Section 2.3.
The resulting energy saving is reported in Tab. 4.3, together with the average path
length l; we also report a weighted average path length lT M , where paths are weighted
by the amount of traffic they transport over the TM. The increase of the average path
length is a logical consequence of switching off some nodes. Notice that the aver-
age path length is minimal for the G-Game, and reduces with respect to the base-
line configuration. To get an intuition on how the average path length may decrease
by switching off nodes, let consider again the toy case of Fig. 4.1 (right), and sup-
pose for the sake of illustration that traffic shall be shared evenly on paths (i,A,j), and
(i,B,C,j), resulting in l = lT M = 2.5 hops. The resource consolidation process may dis-
able one of the two paths, bringing either to an increase (i.e., only the (i,B,C,j) path is
available, l = lT M = 3 hops), or to a decrease (i.e., only the (i,A,j) path is available,
l = lT M = 2 hops) in the average path length, depending on which nodes are switched
off.
Finally, Fig. 4.4 reports link utilization distributions for the different rankings when
Noff = 3 and the baseline configuration (i.e., Noff = 0). Notice that the G-Game yield
to excellent performances, as the link distribution is roughly equivalent to the one of
the baseline configuration, where no node is switched off. Especially, maximum link
Table 4.3: Variation of the average path length (in number of hops) and achievable energy
saving, considering different criticality rankings.
Ranking Off Nodes
Avg. path
lT M
Energy
length l Saving (%)
G-Game 9, 15, 16 2.45 2.99 17.05
G-Game (U-TM) 9, 14, 20 2.92 3.40 13.43
LF 9, 15, 21 2.64 3.25 16.27
Baseline None 2.64 3.13 0.0
utilization does not increase under G-Game, with respect to the “all-on” network config-
uration: this means that energy saving is obtained without compromising the expected
QoS. Conversely, some links reach an utilization higher than 90% for the U-TM and
LF strategies. The LF strategy results in worse link distribution since it passes through
longer alternate paths (i.e., considers only routing paths as in the baseline configuration
and ignores fault cases), while the worse QoS results of the U-TM strategy are due to its
traffic unawareness (i.e., it takes into account only the topology). In contrast, G-Game
explicitly considers existing paths for different node combinations, which means that it
explores configurations where some nodes are excluded (i.e., which is precisely what
happens when nodes are switched off in the resource consolidation process).
Sensitivity Analysis to Traffic Matrix Variation
To gather consistent results, we consider further variations of the original scenario. The
original TM presents high centralization, in the sense that most of the traffic has node T
as source or destination. We therefore “smooth” the TM in a controlled fashion, keeping
constant the overall traffic volume and number r of traffic demands. In more details, let
xs,d denote a traffic request in the original TM, for a given source node s, and destination
node d. In the case of a smoothed traffic matrix, every traffic request between access
nodes pairs is then equal to:
x =
1
r
∑
(s,d)∈N
xs,d
We can now define a smoothing parameter p ∈ [0, 1] to tune the traffic between the
original traffic matrix (p = 0) and the smoothed traffic matrix (p = 1). In any intermediate
scenario individuated by a given value of p, the elements in the traffic matrix(p) are set
to:
xs,d(p) = xs,d − p(xs,d − x)
We consider again the case Noff = 3, and evaluate values of p ranging from 0 to
1 by steps of 0.1. Fig. 4.5 reports, for every value of p the average and maximum link
load, for the baseline and G-Game configurations. As we can see, sensitivity to TM
variations is limited, with similar maximum link utilization in both cases (i.e., between 60
and 80%). Also the energy savings achieved by the G-Game only minimally vary over
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from the original TM (p = 0) to the smoothed TM (p = 1).
the same TM range (i.e., varying between 16.3% for p = 0, to 17.1% for p = 1. Results
are detailed in [56]).
Fig. 4.6 reports maximum and weighted average path length for the same set of sce-
narios. We see that, as the TM smoothness increases, average path length decreases,
as nodes tend to exchange more traffic with neighbors. On the other hand, the maxi-
mum path length remains constant, and equal to the network diameter (which further
confirms the soundness of maximum path length L bound in Shapley value computa-
tion).
4.2 Evaluation of the Criticality of Links in Networks: the L-
Game
The criticality of nodes in a network scenario may be accurately evaluated by means
of the Shapley value, using the procedure described in Sec. 4.1. In a similar way,
a criticality ranking may be defined among links in a network scenario, to be used to
drive the resource consolidation process, when the devices we intend to switch off are
communication links.
4.2.1 The L-Game Definition
Similarly to the G-Game, in order to compute the link criticality, the L-Game models the
network as a coalitional TU-Game. The main difference lies in the fact that the players of
the L-Game are the communication links, and not the network nodes. Correspondingly,
partitions of the links, i.e., subsets of links that are active while the others are asleep,
can be seen as coalitions. The worth of a coalition is defined as the amount of traffic that
can be accommodated by the corresponding network configuration. Links are ranked
by the average worth they bring to the different network configurations, by means of the
Shapley value.
Again, the benefits of considering the Shapley value as a measure of the impor-
tance of links in the network are twofold. (i) First, both traffic and topology aspects
are considered, unlike in classical centrality/criticality measurements. In fact, some
links can be quite “critical" for the connectivity of the network but some of these crit-
ical links might be more important than others considering the amount of traffic that
they transport. If a purely topological point of view makes sense for various applications
(social networks etc.), we believe that it is not appropriate from a traffic engineering per-
spective. (ii) Then, the Shapley value is defined as an average value over all possible
sub-coalitions. In other words, the algorithm does not consider a single best path (with
respect to some static link weights) but many possible alternative paths. The alternate
paths may be used to better balance the load in the network, for instance, or in case
of failure/switching off of some network devices. All these properties indicate that the
Shapley value seems perfectly suited to reflect the tradeoff between saving energy and
preserving QoS, in the resource consolidation process.
Using the graph notation already introduced in Section 4.1.1, for any subset S ⊆ E,
we can define a reduced graph GS = 〈NS , S〉 corresponding to the links of S and
where the vertices correspond to either the origin or the destinations of these links. The
cardinality of a set S is denoted by |S|.
Given a path p = (i0, i1, . . . , ik) in G, we say that a link e = {i, j} belongs to p if and
only if {i = is, is+1 = j} for some s ∈ {0, ..., k − 1} and we denote by S(p) the set of
links which belong to the path p, i.e., S(p) = {e ∈ E : e belongs to p}.
For what concerns the Shapley value formulation, we use here again the formulation
based on the so-called Harsanyi dividends (denoted λS for any S ⊆ E), as interesting
in terms of computation. The Harsanyi dividends are computed recursively as λS =
v(S) −
∑
K⊂S λK , being v(S) the worth of the coalition S, as defined in Section 4.1.1.
They can be interpreted as the marginal surplus of a coalition (i.e., S) with respect to
the sum of the individual worths of smaller coalitions (i.e., K ⊂ S). The Shapley value
of a link e ∈ E is then defined as:
φe(v) =
∑
S⊆E:e∈S
λS
|S|
. (4.7)
4.2.2 On the Efficient Computation of the Link Shapley Value
Let us consider two links e1 and e2 that are not adjacent, i.e., e1∩e2 = ∅. Then, it is clear
that v({e1} ∪ {e2}) = v({e1}) + v({e2}) and thus λ{e1}∪{e2} = 0. As a consequence, in
order to compute the Shapley value of a link e, we don’t need to consider all the possible
coalitions S ⊂ E but only the elements that represent valid paths (i.e., coalitions where
adjacency brings “worth”) in which the link participates.
Let us also denote by Pk (ME({i, j})) the set composed by all the k-combinations
of paths from the set ME({i, j}), i.e., subsets of ME({i, j}) composed of exactly k
elements. Following the approach introduced in Section 4.1, it can be proved that the
Shapley value granted to a link e ∈ E is φe(v) =
∑
i,j∈N φe(i, j), with
φe(i, j) = ti,j
|ME({i,j})|∑
k=1

 ∑
P ∈Pk(MG{i,j})
(−1)k+1
|pi(P )|
1Ie(P )

 (4.8)
where pi(P ) =
⋃
p∈P S(p) and 1Ie(P ) = 1 if link e ∈ pi(P ), and 1Ie(P ) = 0 otherwise.
Note that, again, only acyclic paths are considered in the computation.
As an example of computation using relation (4.8), consider a graph with two paths
between i and j, namely p = (i, A, j) and q = (i, B, C, j) (as in Fig. 4.1 (right)). More-
over, suppose that ti,j = 1. Then, by relation (4.8) we have that the resulting Shapley
values φ = ({i, B}, {B, C}, {C, j}, {i, A}, {A, j}) are:
φ(i, j) =
((
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These values show that the links composing the shortest path (i.e., {i,A}, and {A,j})
are the most critical ones, as their Shapley value is maximal, while links {i,B}, {B,C}, and
{C,j} are granted the smallest values, as they form a longer backup path.
As previously discussed for the case of the G-Game, for the practical computation
of the Shapley values, the use of Eq. (4.8) is still computationally intensive considering
complex network scenarios. Again, the number of considered paths may be largely
reduced, without affecting the precision of the Shapley value computation, and making
it tractable even for more complex network scenarios, as introduced in Section 4.1.
(i) First of all, it is possible to limit the maximum path length, avoiding to account for
very long paths (e.g., longer than the network diameter), which are unlikely used in
operational network, and which contribution to the Shapley value are small (i.e., the
contribution of each path to the Shapley value is inversely proportional to its length, as it
may be seen in Eq. (4.7)). (ii) Secondly, the routers may be considered as hierarchically
organized (e.g., access/core), and the routing inside the network complies to the so-
called valley-free property (using an analogy to the BGP routing in the internet [63]):
i.e., traffic travels up the hierarchy once and then down the hierarchy once, but does not
go back and forth between the hierarchical levels. This rule avoids traffic to transit via
"access" routers. In the FT network depicted in Fig. 4.7, for instance, this rule will insure
that access nodes (8,9,..., 12) are not used to forward traffic between core routers 24
and 25.
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Figure 4.7: Network topology of the FT scenario.
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Figure 4.8: Variation of the total traffic load versus time, normalized to the peak total traffic, for
the TIGER2 and FT scenarios.
As usual, once the device ranking has been defined, the resource consolidation
process is run. In practice, the algorithm consists in progressively considering all the
network links, one by one, for de-activation, following the Shapley ranking. It will be
referred to as “L-Game” from now on. When a switch off attempt is executed for a
link, the resulting network is analysed, all previously examined links remaining in the
proper on/off state. If the resulting network remains able to accommodate the currently
required traffic, with a maximum link load lower than a pre-defined threshold (θ), the link
is switched off, otherwise it is left in working state. The process then iterates until all the
network links have been examined.
4.2.3 Results on Real Network Scenarios
We compare the Shapley-based ranking obtained thanks to the L-Game, with two other
link rankings, introduced in [7], and already described at the beginning of this Chapter:
MP and LF. To provide a relevant evaluation of the proposed algorithm, it has been
tested over two real network scenarios, namely TIGER2 and FT.
The TIGER2 scenario corresponds to an access/metro segment of a traditional ISP
network. The network, whose topology is represented on Fig. 4.2, has already been
used in the evaluation of the G-Game, in Section 4.1.3. For this scenario, a single traffic
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Figure 4.9: Graphical view of the different rankings for the TIGER2 network scenario, for the
peak hour traffic: the thicker a link, the higher its importance is with respect to the considered
rank (from left to right: L-Game, LF, MP).
Table 4.4: Main characteristics of the reference scenarios.
Parameter Symbol TIGER2 FT
Maximum Link Load [%] θ 75 50
Number of nodes |N | 22 38
Number of Links |E| 40 72
Average link length [km] E[lij ] 43 278
matrix was provided by the ISP, to which we applied a standard night/day trend [3]. The
resulting normalized total traffic versus time in the network is reported in Fig. 4.8 by
the green solid line. Fig. 4.9 represents the criticality granted by the three considered
rankings to the network links (namely, L-Game, LF, and MP)1.
The FT scenario represents an actual backbone IP network of France Telecom,
whose topology is composed by 38 nodes and 72 bidirectional links, as reported in Fig.
4.7. For this scenario, the link capacities and lengths are provided. Finally, the operator
disclosed the amount of traffic exchanged among each node pair as foreseen in year
2020 under a conservative assumption of user and traffic growth. A set of 48 TMs has
been provided by the operator, representing the complete night/day variation of a typical
working day. The total normalized variation of traffic is reported in Fig. 4.8 by the blue
dotted line.
Tab. 4.4 resumes the main characteristics of the two reference scenarios. Traffic is
routed on the minimum cost paths, considering routing weights inversely proportional
to the link capacities. The performance statistics (such as link loads etc.) are averaged
over all the TMs (i.e., a 24 hours period). A TM is considered every 30 minutes, over
which period, no fast traffic fluctuations are considered, since aggregated traffic flows
are evaluated.
In order to evaluate the network energy consumption, we use here the energy model
already used in [7, 11], as it is representative for a technological scenario including
optical links, along which the signal is eventually regenerated by OEO regenerators.
1Note that in the case of the L-Game and LF rankings, the first link subject to a switch off attempt is the
one with lower ranking, while for the MP ranking the first link subject to a switch off attempt is the one with
higher ranking.
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Figure 4.10: Achievable energy saving (left), and corresponding average link load (right), for
the TIGER2 network scenario, for different link rankings.
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Figure 4.11: Achievable energy saving (left), and corresponding average link load (right), for
the FT network scenario, for different link rankings.
Original power figures have been gathered from measurements performed by an ISP
[7]. In this model, each 10 Gbps interface consumes 50 W and amplifiers placed every
70 km consume 1 kW each, for every 10 Gbps of link capacity.
Energy Savings vs. QoS
As performance metrics, we use the (i) energy saving on the one side, computed with
respect to the configuration in which all links are powered on all time, and the (ii) average
link load on the other side, as indicator of the QoS offered by the network. A maximum
link load, denoted by θ hereafter, is imposed, as common practice in ISP networks, as
minimum QoS guarantee.
We simulated the effect of the resource consolidation algorithm presented above
on both scenarios. An ad-hoc simulator in Python language has been developed for
the algorithm evaluation. The achievable energy saving when considering the three
different rankings, on the one-day simulation period, is reported in Fig. 4.10 (left) for
the TIGER2 scenario, and in Fig. 4.11 (left) for the FT scenario. The corresponding
average link loads are reported in Fig. 4.10 (right) for the TIGER2 scenario, and in Fig.
4.11 (right) for the FT scenario.
For both scenarios, two main time zones may be identified: a day time zone and
night time zone. The day time zone is characterized by higher average link loads,
representing the main limitation to the resource consolidation. In the night time zone,
link loads are much lower, and the network connectivity represents the main limitation to
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Figure 4.12: Distribution of the link loads for the FT network scenario (left) and the TIGER2
network cenario (right), for different link rankings, for the peak traffic request.
resource consolidation. Of course, the possible energy savings that can be achieved are
higher during the night time zone. This consideration is true for all the three considered
rankings, the difference among which lies in the different trade off they are able to
achieve between QoS and energy saving.
As already suggested in [7], MP is able to achieve an energy saving higher than LF,
at the price of higher average link load, as it tries to put asleep the most power-hungry
links (regardless of their criticality). The L-Game ranking is able to achieve an energy
saving comparable to the one obtained by the MP ranking, but using a smaller set of
network states2 with respect to MP (i.e., 2 against 5, in the TIGER2 scenario, and 11
against 16 in the FT scenario), and requiring a smaller number of network reconfigura-
tion (i.e., 2 against 7, in the TIGER2 scenario, and 24 against 35 in the FT scenario, per
day).3 At the same time, the L-Game ranking guarantees the lower link load among the
three considered rankings, and the better link load distribution. Fig. 4.12 (left) reports
the link load distribution for the FT scenario, while Fig. 4.12 (right) reports the link load
distribution for the TIGER2 network scenario. The reported link load distribution are
computed for the peak traffic request. As the link load is limited by the threshold θ, link
load is normalized with respect to θ.
The L-Game ranking is able to achieve a better QoS performances (with respect to
link loads) than the MP one, as MP drives the resource consolidation process keeping
into account only the energy cost of links, but not the network topology, nor the traffic
flowing on it. At the same time, the LF ranking requires more frequent network recon-
figurations than MP and L-Game, as it is based on the link load, which frequently and
strongly varies in time, and as the LF ranking only takes into account the amount of
carried traffic, in an agnostic configuration, while the L-Game ranking accounts also for
the position of links in the network, and for all possible network states.
2We refer here to a network state as an on/off configuration of the network links: two network states are
different if at least a link changes its on/off state passing from one to the other. A transition between two
different network states is referred to as a network reconfiguration.
3Frequently turning on and off links may affect the network routing, since each reconfiguration requires
a new convergence transient.
Chapter 5
Distributed Solutions for Energy-Aware
Routing
All the previously analysed solutions for the energy-aware routing are completely cen-
tralized, and require the perfect knowledge of the traffic matrix, i.e., the amount of traffic
sent from each node to each other node, at each given time. These assumptions limit
the applicability and deployment of centralized solutions to specific cases, consider-
ing current and foreseen network technologies. On the bases of these considerations,
distributed solutions have been developed to solve the energy-aware routing problem.
In particular, Ho and Cheung proposed a solution to switch off core routers in back-
bone networks [64]. This solution is partially distributed to nodes, but still requires at
least the presence of a control node, which has the full knowledge of each device status
and solves contentions. A fully distributed solution to automatically switch off communi-
cation links has been proposed in [65], which by the way does not take into account the
traffic flowing in the network. Another distributed solution has been proposed in [66],
where entire routers can be switched off when the traffic is low. In the proposed solution,
decisions on which links to switch off are taken on the basis of the device ID (i.e., ran-
dom), and not on the basis of the current device load, moreover, a strict synchronization
among nodes is required. All the previously proposed distributed solutions leverage on
the OSPF routing protocol [67] to distribute network state information among nodes.
In this chapter, we describe two fully distributed solutions to automatically adapt the
network power consumption to the current traffic load. Differently from other works, our
solutions do not assume the presence of a central controller, nor the knowledge of the
current traffic matrix, nor a strict synchronization among nodes. Extensive simulations
that consider real network scenarios have been executed, showing that the proposed
algorithms are able to achieve energy savings comparable to the ones of centralized
solutions, with little overhead, and while guaranteeing QoS constraints.
5.1 GRiDA: a Green Distributed Algorithm
The GReen Distributed Algorithm (GRiDA), represents a distributed on-line approach to
the energy-aware routing problem. It has been designed to automatically adapt the en-
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ergy consumption of IP-based networks to their current load, by dynamically switching
off/on links, in a fully distributed fashion. In particular, nodes take independent, asyn-
chronous, decisions on the on/off state of incident links, on the basis of the load of the
links, and of the learning, based on past decisions.
The distributed nature of the solution allows it to: (i) limit the amount of shared
information, (ii) avoid explicit coordination among nodes, and (iii) reduce the problem
complexity. Moreover, nodes are not assumed to know the traffic requests to which
the network is subject. The algorithm leverages on the use of learning to reduce the
number of link reconfigurations, and hence to ease the routing protocol convergence.
Moreover, GRiDA is able to react both to traffic variations and to link/node failures, while
being able to achieve considerable energy savings, comparable to the ones achieved
by the previously analysed centralized solutions.
5.1.1 The Algorithm Description
In order to adapt the network capacity to the current traffic demand, the GRiDA algo-
rithm (i) switches off links whenever they are underutilized, and whenever their absence
in the network does not affect the network functionalities, and (ii) switches on idle links
when capacity is required to guarantee a proper reaction to faults and changes in the
traffic demand. The process of link switching off/on is fully decentralized to the single
nodes, which take local decisions at random intervals, without any coordination or syn-
chronization among them. The solution results thus to be more robust and simpler to
implement with respect to the centralized approaches proposed so far.
Local decisions are assumed to be based only on the knowledge of the current load
and power consumption of node-incident links, and on the knowledge of the current net-
work topology, assured by a link-state routing algorithm, e.g., OSPF or IS-IS. In GRiDA,
Link-State Advertisement (LSA) messages distribute information about the current net-
work topology, augmented by information about eventual congestion in the network, i.e.,
link load overcoming a threshold (φ), or presence of disconnected source/destination
pairs. LSAs are delivered to nodes at fixed time intervals (∆LSA), selected by the net-
work administrator, according to OSPF or IS-IS configuration.
The network infrastructure is represented as a di-graph G = (V, E), where V is
the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. Vertices represent network nodes, while
edges represent network links, being N = |V | and L = |E| the number of nodes and
links respectively.
The Node Choice
A decision of a node n corresponds to entering a specific node configuration K(n) ∈
K(n), where K(n) is the set of all possible configurations for node n; a configuration
K(n) is a combination of on/off states for incident links. More formally, given a node
n, of degree d(n), and an ordered list of the incident links (in lexicographical order), a
configuration is the vector (k(n)1 , . . . , k
(n)
d ) of the configurations of the d
(n) incident links.
The configuration k(n)l of a link l is a binary variable indicating the state of the link:
k
(n)
l = 0 if the link is powered off, and k
(n)
l = 1 if the link is powered on. Therefore
|Kn| = 2
d(n) .
The status Sn of a node n is the vector (s
(n)
1 , . . . , s
(n)
d ) of the status associated to all
the d(n) links incident to n. For each link l the status s(n)l may assume 2 possible values,
defined on the bases of the link load (ρ(l)): off, i.e., the link is powered off or powered
on but not used (ρ(l) = 0), or normal, i.e., the link is used (ρ(l) > 0).
A utility function is defined as: U(K(n), S(n)) = c(K(n))+p(K(n), S(n)), where c(K(n))
is the power consumption of node n computed as the sum of the power consumed by
the link in on state in configuration K(n), normalized to the sum of the power of all
incident links (i.e., c(K(n)) =
∑d(n)
l=1
k
(n)
l
c(l)∑d(n)
l=1
c(l)
, where c(l) is the power consumption of link l,
see Sec. 5.1.2 for details), and p(K(n), S(n)) is a penalty associated to the configuration
on the basis of the current status and the learning. Since the same procedure is applied
to all nodes, from now on we get rid of the index n for ease of notation.
For a single node, the problem turns into selecting the best configuration that min-
imizes the utility function, while guaranteeing the global system to work properly. This
problem can be solved by the support of the Q-learning technique [10], as the node
choice is a function of the current state of the same node, and each possible choice is
associated to an estimated utility function, updated by learning. Hence, node decisions
in normal network working state correspond to the K minimizing U(K, S). To ensure
fast reaction to faults and sudden traffic changes, three safety mechanisms have been
introduced:
• a connectivity check is performed on the network topology resulting from the cho-
sen configuration, through a breadth-first search. This means that GRiDA always
ensures full connectivity among nodes (and it guarantees that at least one link per
node is always powered on). If a choice would lead to a network disconnection, it
is not applied and its penalty is updated with the additive factor β as if a violation
occurs (detailed in the following of this Section);
• if a choice taken in a non-congested network state is followed by a congestion
advertised by an LSA, the choice is regretted, i.e., the node returns to the previous
configuration, and the penalty corresponding to that choice is updated with an
additive factor β;
• in a congestion network state, a node which is taking a decision will automati-
cally select the all-on state. This choice is not subject to the regret mechanism
dependent on the following received LSA.
The Penalty Evolution
The values of p(K, S) are updated step-by-step, on the basis of the learning: if the
decision of entering configuration K when in status S is followed by an LSA reporting
a network critical state, the cost associated to that choice (i.e., p(K, S)) is incremented
by an additive factor β (≥ 0):
p(K, S) = p(K, S) + β (5.1)
Node Choice
Input: Kold, S
Output: K, Kold, Sold
Sold = S
if lastLSA == OK:
K* = minK U(K, S)
for J in K:
p(J, S) = p(J, S) · δ
if (connectivity_check(K*) == OK):
K = K*
if K Ó= Kold:
to_be_checked = TRUE
else
p(K*, S) = p(K*, S) + β
else:
K = all_on configuration
Alg. 1: The pseudo-code of the node choice event.
Note that the power consumption is normalized when considered in the utility function,
so that β has the same impact on each node, independently from its power consumption
absolute value. Note also that the penalty is increased by β when the connectivity check
fails.
If a decision is taken in a state S and no violations have been reported by the previ-
ous LSA, the penalty associated to choices in state S (i.e., p(∗, S)) are decremented by
a multiplicative factor δ ∈ [0, 1]:
p(J, S) = p(J, S) · δ ∀J ∈ Kn (5.2)
The pseudo code resuming the node decision process is reported in Alg. 1, where S is
the current state of the node.
Intuitively, (5.1) penalizes choices which likely caused violations of connectivity or
capacity constraints; (5.2) pushes nodes toward the exploration of all the possible
choices by reducing the effect of the accumulated memory, since the factor δ is applied
to all p(∗, S).
The pseudo code describing the procedure executed by nodes at LSA arrivals, and
the corresponding penalty updates for choices which brought to violations, is reported in
Alg. 2, where K is the current node configuration, Kold is the node configuration before
the last choice, Sold is the node status at the time the last choice has been taken, and p
is the penalty state of the node.
Algorithm Initialization
In order to speed up convergence, the cost function p(K, S) is properly initialized. The
intuition is to discriminate between (i) switching off an unloaded link, or (ii) switching
off a link which is carrying traffic (which can be less safe for the network functionality).
LSA Arrival
Input: K, Kold, Sold, p
Output: K, p
if to_be_checked == TRUE:
if LSA != OK:
p(K, Sold) = p(K, Sold) + β
K = Kold
to_be_checked = FALSE
Alg. 2: The pseudo-code of the LSA arrival event.
In addition, we need to avoid multiple attempts of radical switching off choices during
convergence by further penalizing configurations with an higher number of off links and
link loads larger than zero.
More formally, an initial penalty function θl(kl, sl) is associated to each link l in each
possible status sl ∈ S entering each possible configuration kl ∈ K:
θl(kl, sl) =
{
0 sl = off ∨ kl = 1
1/d else
(5.3)
The 1d factor is a normalization over the node degree.
Then, the penalty p(K, S) is initialized to
∑
l∈n θl(kl, sl). The procedure is repeated
for all nodes n ∈ V , and for all configurations K ∈ K and all status S ∈ S.
The Solution Complexity
Making a choice at a given node implies the following 3 steps: (i) access to the penalties
corresponding to the current status, (ii) computation of the utility corresponding to all the
possible configurations from the current state, and (iii) executing a connectivity check.
First, we analyse the time complexity of our solution. The first step implies, in the
worst case, to find the correct memory entry among all the 2d possible state, which can
be done through a binary search tree in a time O(log 2d) = O(d). The computation
of the utility function is simply the sum of the penalty and of the energy cost of the d
incident links, which should be computed for all the 2d possible configurations, resulting
in a time O(d2d). Finally, the connectivity check on the chosen configuration results in
a time O(N + L) = O(N + dN) = O(dN), considering a breadth-first search. Summing
the contribution of the 3 steps, the time complexity of the solution results O(d2d + dN),
scaling linearly with network size N , and exponentially with node degree d. As it has
been shown in [58], the node degree is actually limited in real network scenarios, thus
it does not represent a critical issue.
For what concerns the solution space complexity, instead, a node needs to store
in the worst case, for each possible status, a penalty for each possible configuration,
resulting in a matrix of 2d × 2d = 4d memory entries. Actually, simulation results show
that less than 10% of the entries are visited on average (see Sec. 5.1.2), and hence just
a minimal amount of memory is required. Thus, rather than storing the entire matrix,
compact structures may be adopted to reduce the size of the matrix.1
5.1.2 Results on Real Network Scenarios
To provide a relevant evaluation of the described algorithm, we tested it over 3 different
scenarios, ranging from a metropolitan segment network to a European-wide network.
Scenario Description
TIGER2: The first testing scenario is an access/metropolitan segment of a traditional
telecom operator network [56]. It has already been used for the evaluation of centralized
solutions in Chapter 4. The network topology is reported in Fig. 4.2.
For this scenario, an actual traffic matrix has been provided. The maximum link
utilization is guaranteed to be smaller than 70% (φ = 0.7), and 47 traffic matrices have
been generated applying the sinusoidal traffic profile described in [68], and represented
in Fig. 5.1 (left) by the green dashed line labeled “TIGER2”.2
Geant: We consider the actual Geant Network [13], whose topology is reported in
Fig. 3.2. It has been already used in the performance evaluation of the optimal solution,
in Chapter 3. For this network topology, actual traffic matrices are publicly available,
among which we selected the 48 traffic matrices of 05/05/2005 (a typical working day).
The corresponding variation in terms of total traffic load is reported in Fig. 5.1 (left) by
the red continuous line.
Italian ISP: Finally, we considered a topology inspired by the national network of an
ISP (see [68] for details). This scenario is referred to as “Italian ISP”, and its network
topology is reported in Fig. 5.1 (right). It is a hierarchical network composed of 373
nodes, organized in 5 levels: core, backbone, metro, access and Internet nodes. The
core level is composed by few nodes densely interconnected by high-capacity links,
and offering connectivity to the Internet by means of a peering node. Going down in the
hierarchical levels, the number of nodes increases, and the link capacity decreases.
The access nodes and the Internet peering node are sources and destinations of
traffic. The traffic requests for this topology have been generated following a measured
traffic profile (reported in Fig. 5.1 (left) by the blue dotted line), as described in [68].2
The Power Model: We are interested in the power consumption related to links
which includes the power consumption of the router linecards and of the amplifiers/re-
generators along the link. The power model introduced in [68] is used here, as represen-
tative of current actual devices. We consider ports consuming cnic = 50 W for each Bref
= 10 Gbps of link capacity, and amplifiers consuming ca = 1 kW for each Bref = 10 Gbps
of link capacity, with an amplifier every ma = 70 km. Therefore, the power consumption
c(l) of a link l, with capacity B(l) and length m(l), results in: c(l) = ⌈ B
(l)
Bref
⌉(⌊m
(l)
ma ⌋c
a+2cnic).
1Notice that also the initial penalty matrix θ can be efficiently stored in a compact format since it is only
based on the set of available configurations and states.
2This is a national ISP network, where all nodes are in the same timezone.
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Figure 5.1: Variation of the total traffic load versus time, normalized to the peak total traffic, for
the 3 simulation scenarios (left), and the Italian ISP network topology (right).
The Traffic Model: In our simulations, traffic requests are constant over fixed time
intervals ∆T M , after which a new traffic matrix is considered. Traffic is expected to
change on moderate time scale, so that ∆T M = 30’ or higher (aggregated traffic flows
are considered). The traffic matrices have been obtained from direct traffic measure-
ments where available; otherwise, they are computed starting from a single measured
traffic matrix and imposing a synthetic traffic profile.
Parameter Setting
A new TM is considered every time interval ∆T M . A randomly selected node is waken
up to take a decision every random interval ∆c, uniformly distributed between the LSA
interval ∆LSA and ∆c,Max. Time intervals must be chosen in order to have, on the
one hand, at least one LSA occurrence between two consecutive decisions, and on the
other hand, a significant number of decisions per node to allow algorithm convergence.
Note that LSA timings are compliant with current OSPF specifications [67]. On average,
a single node takes a decision every ∆c × N , where N is the number of nodes in the
network.
Values for the parameters in the different simulation scenarios are summarized in
Tab. 5.1. The number of nodes for the Italian ISP network reflects the fact that core,
backbone, and metro nodes are running the GRiDA algorithm, while access and Internet
nodes are not running the GRiDA algorithm. Indeed, access and Internet nodes in the
Italian ISP network are not connected among them, hence, all the links in the network
are still considered also when GRiDA is not run on those nodes.
Table 5.1: Simulation parameters for the 3 simulation scenarios.
Parameter TIGER2 Geant Italian ISP
∆LSA [s] 5 5 5
∆T M [min] 30 30 48
∆c,Max [s] 25 25 50
N 22 23 112 + 261
δ 1.0 0.999 0.9
β 50 50 1
ε 50 50 50
φ 0.7 0.7 0.5
Choices / Node / Traffic Matrix 5.5 5.2 0.9
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Figure 5.2: TIGER2 network: (left) Power saving versus time, considering different algorithms,
(right) cumulative number of unaccepted changes for different β.
Performance Evaluation
We implement GRiDA on a custom event-based simulator written in python and C lan-
guages. Node choices, LSA arrivals and traffic matrix changes are the possible events.
Moreover, network statistics including link load, node configurations and power con-
sumption are stored in a log. Unless otherwise specified, we simulate a time period
of one week, by repeating the set of traffic matrices. In the following, we first analyze
the transient behavior of the algorithm on the different scenarios. As a second step we
consider the sensitivity of average performance metrics to parameter settings.
Transient Analysis
We start by evaluating the performance of GRiDA on the TIGER2 scenario. We set
δ = 1 for testing the convergence of the algorithm. We then compare the power saving
of GRiDA against the upper bound obtained solving the optimal problem formalized in
Chapter 3 for the off-peak traffic, and the centralized LF and MP heuristics described
in Chapter 4. A perfect knowledge of the TM is assumed for the optimal problem and
centralized heuristics.
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Figure 5.3: TIGER2 network: Power saving with a fault occurring after convergence is reached.
Fig.5.2 (left) reports the power-saving versus time of GRiDA, LF, MP and the upper
bound. It reports the power saving computed as the percentage of saved power with
respect to a configuration in which all links are powered on. Since the LF and MP
heuristics are centralized and require the knowledge of the TM, we run them at every
TM change. After an initial transient, the power saving of GRiDA is constant: this is due
to the fact that δ = 1 and the network is largely over-provisioned; thus the algorithm
converges to a solution that does not involve any increment in the penalty function.
Interestingly, GRiDA outperforms both the LF and MP heuristics, saving 52% of power
after convergence.
To give more insight, Fig.5.2 (right) reports the cumulative number of link reconfig-
urations due to network violations, for different values of β. For β > 1 reconfigurations
occur only during the initial transient. To this extent, low values of β result in a large
number of reconfigurations, since the learning rate of the algorithm is lower. The intu-
ition suggests that in this case the predominant term in the utility function is the power
consumption, thus each node always selects the most aggressive configuration in term
of power savings, resulting in a large number of violations. On the contrary, when β > 1
the number of reconfigurations steadily decreases. Thus, a trade off emerges among
responsiveness of the algorithm and number of reconfigurations.
We now evaluate the performance of GRiDA under anomalous network conditions.
In particular, a node failure is simulated after convergence of GRiDA. Fig.5.3 reports the
power saving before and after the failure event. GRiDA is able to wisely adapt to a new
configuration with only 9 reconfigurations due to network violations. In fact, as soon
as the failure is detected, GRiDA starts turning on links given LSAs reporting network
anomalies. Then, the algorithm starts again to switch off links until a stable configuration
is reached. While GRiDA has not been designed to explicitly handle failures, it helps
the failure management algorithm to recover from critical conditions.
We consider now the Geant topology with parameter set reported in Tab. 5.1. Fig. 5.4
(left) reports the power saving versus time. Also in this case GRiDA outperforms both
the LF and MP centralized heuristics. Notice that here we set δ = 0.999, thus GRiDA
does not converge to a stable solution, since the penalty costs are decreasing with
time.3 This allows GRiDA to adapt the power saving to the actual traffic. Fig. 5.4 (right)
reports instead the cumulative number of reconfigurations. Also in this case, the number
of unaccepted changes decreases as β increases.
3Results presented in [11] show that a stable solution is reached also in this scenario setting δ = 1.
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Figure 5.4: Geant network: (left) Variation of power saving versus time, (right) Cumulative
number of unaccepted changes.
Finally, the Italian ISP topology is considered. In this case, we have taken as ref-
erence the optimal solution as formulated in [7] (i.e., taking advantage of the particular
network structure), solved for each TM,4 and the MP-MP and LF-LF centralized heuris-
tics, which has been proven in [8, 68] to be the most effective ones for this topology. In
particular, both MP-MP and LF-LF try to switch off first all the links incident to a node
(which are sorted according to a MP or LF criterion, respectively). Then, as a second
step, the remaining links are eventually powered off individually (according to a MP or
LF ordering). The two algorithms are further detailed in [8,68].
Fig. 5.5 (top) reports the algorithm comparison in terms of power saving. Inter-
estingly, saving follows a strong day-night trend for all algorithms. In particular, more
power saving is possible when the network is lightly loaded, i.e., during night. In this
case, GRiDA is able to save an amount of power comparable to centralized heuristics,
but without requiring the knowledge of the current TM. Moreover, the variability of the
traffic impose GRiDA to quickly adapt the configurations. To give more insight, Fig. 5.5
(bottom-left) reports the average and maximum link load in the network running GRiDA.
Average link loads are computed for each TM. Interestingly, during night-time the max-
imum link load is below 30%, i.e., far from the load threshold φ = 0.5. This suggests
that the connectivity constraint is stricter than the maximum load constraint. During high
traffic periods, some link loads actually gets close to 0.5. Indeed, some violations are
present, even if of short duration and of small intensity. We will quantify violations better
in the remaining of the section. Moreover, the average link load is always lower than
10%, suggesting that most links are lightly loaded even when GRiDA is run over the
network.
Finally, Fig. 5.5 (bottom-right) reports the average number of OFF-ON and ON-OFF
link choices per node, per ∆T M interval, in the network running GRiDA. Note that here
we are accounting also the link reconfigurations triggered by a negative LSA. The fig-
ure reports also the average node degree LN . Interestingly, GRiDA tries to turn off on
average less than one link per node every ∆T M . On the contrary, during the morning
GRiDA quickly reacts to traffic increase, and about two links per node are powered on,
4The solution has been obtained running CPLEX on a high performance cluster hosted in the Politecnico
di Torino Campus [69].
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Figure 5.5: Italian ISP network: (top) power saving, (bottom-left) link load, (bottom-right)
OFF⇒ON and ON⇒OFF events per ∆T M per node.
per ∆T M interval, to increase the network capacity.
Average Performance and Sensitivity Analysis
We now investigate how the parameter settings impact the performance of the algo-
rithm. In this case, we consider only the Italian ISP scenario since it is the largest one
in terms of nodes and links. We evaluate the performance considering the following
metrics: energy saving, number of unaccepted choices, and network overload. The
intuition is to have a set of metrics to quantify the gains from saving while monitoring
QoS for users. In particular, energy saving is evaluated as the integral of link power
saving over a one week long time interval. Unaccepted choices account the percentage
of switch off choices which are undone due to the immediate critical state indication by
LSA. Percentage is computed with respect to the total number of switch off attempts.
The network overload is defined as the fraction of traffic exceeding the load threshold φ
with respect to the total carried traffic, i.e.:
ξ =
∫
t
∑
l∈E max(ρ
(l)(t)− φ, 0)dt∫
t
∑
s,d∈V r
sd(t)dt
(5.4)
where rsd(t) is the traffic request from node s to node d at time instant t. This is a
relative indicator for the network congestion level, averaged over the simulation period,
accounting for the number of load violations, their entity, and their duration. Note that
we refer here to violations for link load overcoming the φ threshold, i.e., 50% or 70%
of the link capacity, in the considered network scenarios. Link load never overcomes
the full link capacity, i.e., 100%, in the considered scenarios. Let us consider, e.g.,
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Figure 5.6: Italian ISP: Impact of δ: (top-left) Saving, (top-right) Network Overload, (bottom)
Unaccepted choices.
an average of 20 violation occurrences per hour, with φ = 50%, each one lasting 20
seconds on average, each one corresponding to a load of 5.5 Gbps over 10 Gbps links
(i.e., l = 55%). This will correspond on the considered network to an overload in the
order of magnitude of e-3.
Learning Update We first evaluate the impact of the δ parameter. Intuitively, this
multipicative parameter affects how much the past choices impact the current decision,
i.e., if δ = 0, the penalty function is reset to 0 for the current state, every time that a
positive LSA is received, while if δ = 1, penalties obtained by learning are kept forever.
Fig.5.6 (top-left) reports the average link power saving for δ ∈ [0, 1] and different val-
ues of β. Interestingly, with β = 0.1 the saving rapidly increases for increasing δ. In
particular, saving is 0 if δ ≤ 0.5. This is due to the fact that the penalty β is not strong
enough to choose a candidate configuration different from the all-off one, which is then
undone since the connectivity check fails. Let us explain better this behavior with an
example, supposing that a generic node n is running GRiDA. During the first choice
of n, the “all-off” configuration is selected, since it is the most convenient in terms of
energy, i.e. c(K) = 0. The penalty function is zero (we neglect the impact of θl). This
causes the connectivity check to fail and consequently the penalty function is updated
to β. During the following choice of n, the minimum utility function is recomputed. If the
all-off configuration is still the most convenient one, the connectivity check fails again
and its associated penalty becomes β + βδ. After Z iterations with failed connectivity
check the utility function for the all-off configuration becomes:
U(K, S) = p(K, S) =
Z∑
z=1
βδz = β
1− δZ+1
1− δ
(5.5)
This happens until the best current utility is lower than the utility function with at least
one link on, i.e., U(K, S) < U(Kmin, S), with U(Kmin, S) = p(Kmin, S) + cmin = cmin =
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Figure 5.7: Italian ISP: Impact of δ on the status exploration.
minJ∈K{c(J)|
∑d
i=1 ji ≥ 1}. Thus, only if p(K, S) > cmin a different configuration is
tested. For Z →∞, the algorithm selects another configuration different from the all-off
one if and only if β1−δ > cmin. In our case, for β = 0.1, δ > 0.5 is necessary.
Fig.5.6 (top-left) reports also the curve for β = 1. Saving is averaged over a one
week interval. The maximum error for saving is 3% with 95% of confidence. In this
case, the initial penalty β is strong enough to let succeed the connectivity check, and
savings between 25% and 40% are achieved. However, savings depend on δ also in
this case.
Fig.5.6 (top-right) and Fig.5.6 (bottom) report the network overload and the percent-
age of unaccepted choices, respectively. Interestingly, both metrics are minimized for
intermediate values of δ, i.e., when the algorithm trades between full knowledge of past
learning (δ = 1.0) and power consumption (δ = 0.0). Interestingly, network overload
is always extremely small, i.e., typically smaller than 10−4 with β = 1, suggesting that
GRiDA is very effective in limiting the amount of traffic rerouted over congested links,
with more than 60% of choices that are accepted over one week.
Fig. 5.7 reports the percentage of the explored states over all the possible ones
for each node running GRiDA. As expected, for δ = 1.0 the percentage of exploration
tops 90%. This value is reached by backbone nodes that are connected by few links
whose states change quite frequently. On the contrary, when δ = 0.0, the percentage
of exploration is below 30%, confirming that the network reaches a stable configuration
which does not involve frequent changes of the node states.
Penalty Update We now evaluate the impact of β. In particular, we keep δ = 0.9.
Tab. 5.5 reports the average performance metrics. Interestingly, the best results are
obtained with lower values of β, suggesting that larger β tend to penalize both power
savings and overload, since frequent reconfigurations occur.
Finally, the table reports also the optimal power saving and the performance metrics
for the MP-MP and LF-LF heuristics, showing that GRiDA saves a comparable amount
of power without requiring the knowledge of the actual TM, nor a centralized coordina-
tion or synchronization.
Choice Interval We look at the sensitivity of GRiDA to the time intervals at which
choices about links are made, i.e., ∆c. Fig. 5.10 reports the performance metrics for
Table 5.2: Italian ISP: algorithm comparison, with ∆LSA = 5 s and ∆c = 50 s
Algorithm Saving [%]
Unacc.
ξ
Choices [%]
OPTIMAL [7] 58.56 N.A. N.A.
MP-MP [68] 46.28 N.A. N.A.
LF-MP [8] 30.24 N.A. N.A.
GRiDA,β = 0.1 30.18 0.44 5.67e-04
GRiDA,β = 1 29.18 0.33 9.18e-04
GRiDA,β = 10 25.38 0.42 1.00-03
GRiDA,β = 100 26.88 0.42 1.10e-03
GRiDA,β = 1000 25.75 0.44 1.14e-03
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Figure 5.8: Italian ISP: Impact of ∆c,Max: (top-left) Saving, (top-right) Network Overload, and
(bottom) Unaccepted choices.
increasing values of ∆c,Max, β = {1, 100} and δ = {0.4, 0.6, 0.9}. Interestingly, large
∆c,Max will slow down the algorithm convergence, while small values of ∆c,Max may
cause unnecessary changes to the network topology that have to be quickly undone.
This intuition is confirmed by Fig. 5.10 (bottom), in which the percentage of unaccepted
changes rapidly decreases as ∆c,Max increases, for all the cases. However, this is
not beneficial for the network since the network overload steadily increases while the
saving decreases, since the system becomes slower in reacting to the changes of traffic.
For example, with ∆c,Max = 1000 s, β = 1 and δ = 0.4 the average percentage of
unaccepted choices is below 15%, but the network overload is two orders of magnitude
higher than the ∆c,Max = 50 s case.
LSA Interval Finally, we vary the LSA interval ∆LSA. Intuitively, a low LSA rate may
deteriorate the algorithm performance since in this scenario node choices are based
on outdate network states and traffic changes can cause overload situations to which
the system does not promptly react. Tab. 5.3 reports the variations of the performance
indicators with ∆LSA ∈ [5s, 30s], as commonly adopted by OSPF. Results are obtained
Table 5.3: Italian ISP: ∆LSA variation.
∆LSA Saving [%]
Unacc.
ξ
Choices [%]
5 29.18 0.33 9.18e-04
10 29.40 0.33 9.00e-04
20 28.03 0.28 9.49e-04
30 28.43 0.25 1.07e-03
setting β = 1, δ = 0.9, and ∆c,Max = 50 s. Interestingly, all metrics present just minor
oscillations with respect to ∆LSA, suggesting that the algorithm is robust even for large
values of the parameter.
5.2 DLF and DMP: Distributing Centralized Heuristics for En-
ergy-Aware Routing
Another natural direction for the distributed solution of the energy-aware routing prob-
lem is represented by the distribution of the centralized heuristics described in Chapter
4. In particular, we device a novel algorithm, which is able to automatically adapt the
state of network links to the actual traffic in the network. The algorithm is able to con-
siderably reduce the network energy consumption, while requiring only a small number
of reconfigurations.
In more details, the algorithm is a fully distributed solution that leverages the knowl-
edge of current link load instead of current traffic matrix (as instead was, in the case
of the centralized versions). The solution takes advantage of a traditional Link-State
routing protocol, e.g., OSPF, properly augmented to exchange information about the
link power status (i.e., on or off ) and current load, on the basis of which decisions are
taken. With respect to the solution described in Section 5.1, this algorithm requires a set
of input parameters whose values are intuitive and easy to set, and is able to achieve
higher energy savings. The simplicity and better performance come at the price of an
higher amount of exchanged information and higher level of coordination among nodes.
5.2.1 Algorithm Description
The proposed solution relies only on the knowledge of (i) the current topology config-
uration (i.e., {xij}, a binary variable, taking the value of 0 if link (i, j) is in off state, 1
otherwise), and of (ii) the traffic load on the links (i.e., {lij}). Periodic LSA are broad-
casted in the network, describing the state of the links. LSAs are also used to broadcast
eventual critical states, e.g., presence of unreachable destinations. This guarantees all
nodes have the same knowledge of network status, and can take consistent decisions.
Finally, link power consumption (Pij > 0) can also be shared by means of LSAs.
Distributed choices regarding the power state of links are made. All nodes run the
same algorithm to find the link to target. Two cases are possible, based on the critical
state information carried by the last received LSA:
Last LSA critical state OK – If the network is in a normal working state, i.e., last
LSA did not signal link load violations or disconnected source/destination pairs (line 1
of Alg. 3), one link is selected to be possibly switched off ((i, j)∗ in Alg. 3). An unam-
biguous policy must be defined to select which link is target of the switch off attempt,
on the basis of the local knowledge available to all the nodes. Possible choices may be,
but not limited to, (i) selecting the least loaded link (Distributed Least Flow - DLF - here-
after), a choice that would have the lowest possible impact on current traffic routing, or
(ii) selecting the most power hungry link (Distributed Most Power - DMP - hereafter), a
choice that would have the highest possible impact on the energy saving. We suppose
that a tie-breaking rule is defined as well, e.g., using lexicographical order.
Each node maintains three FIFO queues to store the last links that (i) have been
switched off but no LSA confirmed yet that constraints are not violated – to_be_verified
list; (ii) are in off state and caused no constraint violations – offLinks list; (iii) caused
a violation and thus should not be switched off anymore – tabu list. tabu list has a
maximum length of maxLength links.
Being E∗ = {(i, j)|x(i,j)∈E = 1 ∧ (i, j) Ó∈ tabu}, the link selection policies may be
formalized as:
DLF : (i, j)∗ = arg min(i,j)∈E∗{lij} (5.6)
DMP : (i, j)∗ = arg max(i,j)∈E∗{Pij} (5.7)
Before switching link (i, j)∗ off, all nodes check if the network would still be con-
nected after its removal (i.e., connectivity check - line 2 of Alg. 3). The check is per-
formed through a simple graph exploration algorithm, like a Breadth-First Search. If
the connectivity check fails, then all nodes append (i, j)∗ to the tabu list and no further
action is taken.
If the connectivity check is positive, (i, j)∗ can be switched off. Nodes i and j take
care of this by means of some signaling protocol if required, and insert (i, j)∗ in the
to_be_verified list. Finally, they broadcast a new LSA to share the new state x(i,j)∗
(lines 3-4 of Alg. 3).
Nodes i and j then wait for the first LSA after a switch off decision. If it reports
constraint violations (unreachable node or link overload), they quickly undo the last
move by popping all links (i, j)∗ from the to_be_verified list and inserting them into
the tabu list (lines 3 to 7 of Alg. 4). Otherwise, if the LSA does not advertise any
problem, elements from the to_be_verified list are moved to the offLinks list (lines
8-9 of Alg. 4).
Last LSA critical state KO – If the last LSA before a choice is reporting any con-
straint violation, nodes react by bringing back to operational state some link which was
put into off state (lines 9 to 12 of Alg. 3). Also the choice of the link to be switched on
must be unambiguous with respect to the distributed knowledge. Possible criteria may
be, but not limited to, selecting (i) the last link being switched off (LastOff hereafter),
or (ii) the closer off link to the congestion point (Distance hereafter). The LastOff cri-
terion is based on the intuition that a recently made change is more likely responsible
for the current congestion state. On the other hand, the Distance criterion is based on
the intuition that the link which is closer to the congested point may more likely help in
Distributed Choice
Input: (i, j)*, lastLSACriticalState
1 if lastLSACriticalState == OK:
2 if connectivityCheck(x(i,j)* = 0) == OK:
3 x(i,j)* = 0
4 to_be_verified.append(x(i,j)* = 0)
5 else
6 tabu.append((i, j)*)
7 if length(tabu) > maxLength:
8 removeOlder(tabu)
9 else:
10 ij = selectLink(offLinks)
11 xij = 1
12 offLinks.remove(ij)
Alg. 3: The pseudo-code of the choice event.
LSA receipt
Input: LSACriticalState
1 while length (to_be_verified) > 0:
2 ij = removeOlder(to_be_verified)
3 if LSACriticalState == KO:
4 tabu.append(ij)
5 if length(tabu) > maxLength:
6 removeOlder(tabu)
7 xij = 1
8 else:
9 offLinks.append(ij)
Alg. 4: The pseudo-code of the LSA critical state reception processing.
draining the extra traffic flow and relieve congestion. Distance between a couple of links
is defined as the number of nodes on the shortest path between the nodes responsible
for such links. Given a pair of nodes connected by a common link, we select as node
responsible for the link the one with lowest ID between them, in order to compute link
distances.
The node responsible for the selected link switches it on. This mechanism allows
the algorithm to react to traffic surges, and to link failures that have to be recovered by
turning on other resources.
Simulator Details
Algorithms have been implemented in a custom event-based simulator starting from the
software used in [11]. Events correspond to traffic changes, LSA broadcasting events,
and choice events. The choice procedure is described by the pseudocode reported
in Alg. 3, while the procedure nodes execute at every LSA critical state processing is
described by the pseudocode in Alg. 4.
LSAs are broadcasted every ∆LSA. The time interval between two consecutive
choices is a random variable, tc, which is uniformly distributed between ∆LSA and ∆c
Table 5.4: Simulation scenario characteristics.
Parameter Symbol Value
Maximum Link Load φ 50%
TM change interval ∆T M 48 min
Number of nodes N 373
Number of links L 718
Average link length E[mij ] 41 km
Average link capacity E[cij ] 6 Gb/s
seconds. Indeed, LSA should be more frequent than choices (i.e., a choice, and its
result, are notified before a new one takes place). The offered traffic is defined by
a TM, which changes to a new TM every ∆T M . Traffic is modeled as fluid, which is
routed according to a minimum cost path algorithm. Link weights are given and known.
Note that loose synchronization is achieved among nodes by means of LSA messages.
Indeed, since the goal of the algorithm is to track the slow variation of traffic during the
day, responsiveness to traffic changes is not critical.
5.2.2 Results on Real Network Scenarios
To provide a relevant evaluation of the described algorithm, we consider a benchmark-
ing scenario obtained from an actual nation-wide ISPs in Italy, namely Italian ISP. The
scenario has already been used in the performance evaluation of previously described
solutions. Its topology is reported in Fig. 5.1 (right). A summary of the main charac-
teristics of the scenario is reported in Tab. 5.4. The adopted power model is the same
already used in the performance evaluation of Section 5.1.2.
All simulations consider a one-week long period of time. This allows us to obtain
average performance estimation, with negligible variations among different runs.
Time Evolution and Transient Analysis
Unless otherwise specified, we adopt the following set of parameters: ∆c = 20s, ∆LSA =
10s, maxLength = 70 links, which corresponds to nearly 10% of links, and maximum link
utilization φ = 0.5. Note that LSA timing matches current OSPF specifications [67].
Fig. 5.9 (top-left) reports the power saving computed with respect to the scenario in
which all links are on. DLF-Distance and DMP-LastOff algorithms are shown during the
initial 5 days of system evolution using dotted blu and solid red lines, respectively. The
solid black curve reports the optimal solution computed solving the formulation of [7]
for each TM5. The dotted green line shows the power saving of the MP centralized
heuristic, which has been proven in [7] to be the most effective one for this topology.
Recall that the ILP solution exploits fluid routing, and guarantees higher power savings
due to the fact that single traffic requests may be split over multiple paths. It has thus to
be considered as an upper bound.
5The solution has been obtained running CPLEX on a high performance cluster hosted in the Politecnico
di Torino Campus [69].
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Figure 5.9: Italian ISP: (top-left) Power Saving Comparison, (top-right) Percentage of Links
Off, (bottom-left) Maximum and Average link load with DLF-Distance and DMP-LastOff, (bottom-
right) Average Number of Reconfigurations with DLF-Distance.
Several considerations hold. First, both DLF-Distance and DMP-LastOff are able to
quickly follow traffic variation, and to achieve a good power saving. Both guarantee 30-
50% of saving during night-time, which is comparable to the MP centralized heuristic,
but obtained without the perfect knowledge of the TM. Second, constant saving during
night-time suggests that algorithms have converged to a solution which remains stable.
Third, DMP-LastOff algorithm provides better performance than DLF-Distance in terms
of power saving. To give more insight about why this happens, Fig. 5.9 (top-right) reports
the time evolution of the percentage of powered off links. The plot clearly shows that
DLF-Distance is able to turn off a larger number of links than DMP-LastOff. This is due
to the fact that the Italian ISP links that carry the least amount of traffic are the ones that
are found at the edge of the topology. DLF targets thus these links, which unfortunately
consume a negligible amount of power compared to the long haul links found in the
core of the network. Power-hungry links are instead targeted by DMP which thus can
achieve a better power saving even if switching off a smaller number of links.
Finally, note that during the day, i.e., when more capacity is needed to meet traffic
demand, both algorithms keep looking for possible links to be switched off. DMP targets
the most expensive links whose power cycling is reflected in the noisy power saving of
Fig. 5.9 (top-left).
Fig. 5.9 (bottom-left) details the average and the maximum link load obtained by run-
ning DLF-Distance and DMP-LastOff. Considering the average load, we observe that
its variation is limited during the day, suggesting that the algorithms efficiently match the
current network capacity to the actual demands. Still, an over-provisioning of capacity is
present since the average link load is smaller than 10%. Interestingly, during night-time
the maximum link load is below 30%, i.e., far from the load threshold φ = 0.5. This
suggests that the connectivity constraint is stricter than the maximum load constraint.
During high traffic periods, the maximum load constraint instead kicks in, and some link
loads actually get close to 0.5. Indeed, some violations are present, even if of short
Table 5.5: Algorithm Comparison, ∆LSA = 10, ∆c = 20.
Algorithm Saving [%]
Unacc.
ξ
Choices [%]
OPTIMAL 58.56 – –
MP [7] 46.28 – –
GRiDA [11] 19.73 52 5.93e-4
DMP-Distance 32.35 20 3.23e-3
DMP-LastSleep 30.30 23 4.37e-3
DLF-Distance 25.45 17 1.63e-3
DLF-LastSleep 19.66 18 4.81e-4
duration and of small intensity. We will quantify violations better in the remaining of this
Section.
Finally, Fig. 5.9 (bottom-right) reports the average number of OFF→ON (solid red
line) and ON→OFF (dotted green line) changes per node per ∆T M . DLF-Distance is
considered, being results similar for other algorithms. Average node degree 2LN is plotted
as reference, using a dotted blu. During the night no choices occur confirming that the
algorithm has converged to a stable solution limited by connectivity check. During early
morning, the OFF→ON events are predominant and nodes switch back on some links to
quickly react to traffic surge (see the inset). During the day both events occur since the
system continuously tries to adapt the network capacity to the actual traffic demand, but
most changes are then undone due to temporary overload. Finally, during the evening
the OFF→ON events become predominant due to traffic drop. Note that the number of
reconfigurations per node is always limited to 1 per ∆T M (i.e., 48 min), and much lower
on average.
Average Performance
We now compare the performance of different algorithms to assess which policy per-
forms better. We consider energy saving, number of unaccepted choices, and network
overload as performance metrics. Energy saving is evaluated as the integral of link
power saving over a one week long time interval. Unaccepted choices account the per-
centage of sleep choices which are undone due to the immediate critical state indication
by LSA. Percentage is computed with respect to the total number of sleep attempts. The
network overload has been defined in Section 5.1, and is a relative indicator for the net-
work congestion level, averaged over the simulation period, accounting for the number
of load violations, their entity, and their duration.
Tab. 5.5 reports results considering the distributed algorithms. For comparison, we
include the optimal solution, the MP centralized policy [7], and GRiDA (Section 5.1). As
the intuition already suggested from Fig. 5.9, higher energy savings are guaranteed by
the DMP policies given that DLF policies are able to put in sleep mode links that do not
consume much power. Note that up to 32.35% of energy saving can be reached for the
considered network scenario, which is smaller than the centralized solutions but higher
than GRiDA. On the other hand, GRiDA generally guarantees lower network overloads.
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Figure 5.10: Impact of ∆c. (left) Network Overload, (right) Unaccepted choices.
The DMP algorithms are also more aggressive than the DLF policies in terms of
sleep attempts, thus the percentage of unaccepted changes and network overload are
higher for the formers. This is due to the fact that DMP targets energy hungry links,
which are also the ones that carry lot of traffic being backbone links. Putting in sleep
state one of these links results in a large amount of traffic to be re-routed over alternative
paths. This causes a larger number of violations. Note that only less than 23% of
choices results in a traffic violation.
To gauge how critical are those violations we focus our attention to the network
overload ξ. Results confirm that violations are overall very small (see Fig. 5.9 (bottom-
left)) . This because the algorithms react to a critical state by immediately undoing the
last power off attempt. Since LSA are frequently exchanged, the overload condition
lasts no more than ∆LSA in the worst case, i.e., few seconds.
Furthermore, comparing the LastSleep and Distance policies, we observe that the
latter generally saves more power while showing quicker reaction to critical situation.
This is due to the different reactions to traffic surges. Indeed, when a link is overloaded
due to an increase of some rsd, it is better to turn on some adjacent link, rather than
the last link that has been switched off (being such link in any uncorrelated place in the
network).
Finally, observe that all proposed algorithms outperform GRiDA. In particular, the
number of unaccepted choices is much higher for GRiDA which is designed to turn
on/off more than one link per choice, thus causing a large number of “wrong” decisions.
On the other hand, nodes in GRiDA only exchange information about eventual anoma-
lous network states, but perform independent asynchronous choices, only based on
local knowledge, while, when running DMP or DLF, nodes exchange information about
link loads and link power consumptions, and have to achieve a loose synchronization,
by means of the LSAs.
Sensitivity to Parameter Setting
We evaluate the impact of parameter choice on the performance. In particular, we con-
sider the sensitivity to choice interval ∆c, size of system memory maxLength, and LSA
interval ∆LSA. Parameters are varied one at a time, keeping the others set as reported
in the previous section. Average results are computed over 7 days of simulations.
We start looking at the sensitivity of the algorithms to the time interval at which
Table 5.6: Impact of maxLength on DLF-LastSleep (LS), and DLF-Distance (Di) algorithms.
maxLength Saving Unacc. ξ
[links] [%] Choices [%]
Di LS Di LS Di LS
1 22.10 22.43 19 20 6.91e-4 1.29e-3
2 23.39 22.30 17 20 9.54e-4 1.13e-3
4 25.58 23.83 17 20 9.34e-4 1.23e-3
20 26.21 22.51 16 19 1.68e-3 8.48e-4
70 25.45 19.66 17 18 1.63e-3 4.81e-4
Table 5.7: Variation of ∆LSA.
∆LSA[s] Saving [%] Unacc. Choices [%] ξ
2 24.22 18 8.84e-04
10 25.45 17 1.63e-03
20 22.53 17 1.13e-03
30 23.33 17 8.16e-04
choices about links are made (∆c). Fig. 5.10 reports the variation in terms of network
overload (ξ), and percentage of unaccepted choices, for increasing values of ∆c. In-
terestingly, the percentage of unaccepted changes rapidly decreases as ∆c increases,
for all the algorithms. However, this is not beneficial for the network since the network
overload steadily increases, suggesting that the system becomes slower in reacting to
the changes of traffic. For example, with a choice made every two minutes on average,
i.e., ∆c = 240 s, the average percentage of unaccepted choices is steadily below 5% for
DLF-Distance, but the network overload is nearly two orders of magnitude higher than
in the ∆c = 20 s case. Energy saving is 25% and 20% for ∆c = 20 s and ∆c = 240 s,
respectively, confirming that the algorithm performance degrades for large values of ∆c.
We then investigate the impact of the tabu size on the algorithm performance.
Tab. 5.6 reports the metrics for different values of maxLength, obtained by running DLF-
Distance and DLF-LastSleep on the considered scenario. Interestingly, the size of the
tabu list on this scenario has a rather limited impact on performance. In particular,
the percentage of unaccepted choices is decreasing as maxLength is increasing, sug-
gesting that, as the system exploits more memory, the number of choices leading to
negative LSA is decreased. However, it is also crucial not to have a too big memory to
follow the traffic fluctuations. If the tabu list is too long, indeed, links are blacklisted for
long periods of time during which they are kept on. Thus, the best savings are obtained
as the length of the buffer is set to intermediate values.
Finally, we vary the LSA frequency, considering also the case when ∆LSA is greater
than ∆c. Intuitively, a low LSA rate may deteriorate the algorithm performance since
in this scenario node choices are based on a network status not constantly updated
so that traffic changes can cause overload situations to which the system does not
promptly react. Tab. 5.7 reports the variations of the performance indicators for the
considered network scenario with ∆LSA ∈ [2s, 30s]. Results consider the DLF-Distance.
Interestingly, all metrics present just minor oscillations with respect to ∆LSA, suggesting
that the algorithm is robust even for high values of the parameter.
5.3 Implementation Issues
In both the presented distributed solutions, we suppose network devices to support a
power saving state for links, which can be selected by any of its two adjacent nodes, by
means of a simple signaling protocol. We suppose undirected links, i.e., the power state
of the link has to be the same for both directions. The extension to support unidirectional
power states is straight forward.
Considering the link switching off procedure, it can occur without any traffic losses.
The link can indeed be switched off after all nodes routing tables have been properly
changed, to allow a smooth traffic migration.
Our solutions requires nodes to run a link-state routing algorithm, through which
eventual link overload occurrences are signaled to all the nodes in the network. This al-
lows nodes to timely signal and quickly react to eventual network congestions. Opaque
LSAs [70] may allow to easily carry the additional information in practical implementa-
tions, without any change to the link-state protocol. LSA timings can be set in accor-
dance to OSPF specifications [67], so that on average each node has to process N
LSA messages every ∆LSA. As standard practice, overhead can be controlled by divid-
ing the routing domain into different OSPF areas and running separate instances of the
distributed algorithm on each area. LSA messages allow also nodes to achieve a loose
synchronization, thus a strict synchronization is not required. Indeed, since the goal of
the algorithm is to track the slow variation of traffic during the day, responsiveness to
traffic changes is not critical.
It should be noted that node disconnections from the rest of the network are pre-
vented through the connectivity check mechanism, which is run before trying to power
off a link, for both the presented solutions. In the rare case some node is going to be
disconnected due to incongruent information, a recovery phase can be implemented
using some signaling protocol on links.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work Directions
In this thesis work, we studied solutions to push energy-awareness into wired networks,
following the resource consolidation principle. In last years, the issue of energy effi-
ciency has become of paramount importance for both the industries and the research
community, because of its potential economical benefits and of its expected environ-
mental impact. In this context, although the green networking field is still in its infancy, a
number of interesting works have already been carried out, exploring different research
directions. In particular, we mainly leveraged on the energy-aware routing paradigm,
proposing and analysing both centralized and distributed technical solutions.
6.1 Summary
A Picute of the Green Networking Research
Our first work toward the greening of networks aimed at individuating the different
paradigms currently explored to reduce the network energy expenditure, and the ones
that still may be explored. For each paradigm, we draw the state of the art, and high-
lighted the points that need further investigation. The main branches of the green net-
working research explored so far are reported in Fig. 6.1, classified by timescale and
architectural level. We proposed a taxonomy of the relevant works in green networking.
Our main contribution to the green networking field regards the energy-aware routing,
which represented a marginally explored paradigm, while being promising in terms of
achievable energy savings. Furthermore, it represents a real challenge, as energy sav-
ings are achieved at the price of a reduction of the redundancy level, and of the offered
QoS. A good trade off should hence be defined.
The Benchmark Issue
Overviewing the current green networking research, we highlighted a lack of common
evaluation scenarios and metrics for the analysis of energy saving solutions, as well
as of reliable energy consumption figures and common measuring methodologies. We
believe that a community-wide effort is necessary toward the definition of a comprehen-
sive methodology for measuring and reporting the energy consumption of networks,
and characterize any possible tradeoff between energy consumption and system per-
formance. We contributed to this effort by (i) profiling the end-user power consump-
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Figure 6.1: The main directions of the current green networking research.
tion related to the Web browsing and Flash plug-in loading, and by (ii) comparing and
contrasting various energy-related metrics used in the recent literature, and defining a
taxonomy to classify them.
An Optimization Problem Formulation for Energy-Aware Routing
Following the resource consolidation paradigm, we evaluated the formulation of the
energy-aware routing as an optimization problem, and present its solution results for
real network scenarios, considering different power models, representative of different
technological scenarios, and analysing the resulting tradeoff between achievable en-
ergy saving and offered QoS.
The Evaluation of Network Device Criticality
While solving the energy-aware routing as an optimization problem, the set of devices to
be switched off to save energy is chosen on the basis of the sole energy costs, and does
not take into account the “criticality” of such devices in the specific network scenario. We
model the network scenario as a cooperative transferable utility game, in order to exploit
the game theory powerful tools and define a criticality ranking among network devices.
The defined game accounts for both the network topology, and its traffic conditions,
moreover, device criticality is accounted for the number of primary and backup paths
devices lay on, their importance in building the paths, and the amount of traffic actually
routed on that paths, on average over the different possible network configurations. The
criticality ranking has been defined in a similar way, both for nodes, and for links, and
can be profitably used to drive the resource consolidation process.
Centralised Heuristics for the Energy-Aware Routing Problem
Heuristics have been proposed and evaluated for the energy-aware routing problem,
because of the criticality unawareness of its modeling as an optimization problem, and
the huge solution times it requires in case of big size network scenario. In particular, we
proposed a resource consolidation algorithm, based on the criticality ranking previously
defined by means of the game theory formulation. The proposed solution, contrasted to
the other solutions present in the literature, considering real network scenarios, resulted
being able to achieve the better tradeoff between achievable energy saving, and offered
QoS, also under different technological assumptions.
Distributed Solutions for the Energy-Aware Routing Problem
All the previously proposed solutions for the energy-aware routing problem suppose a
technological scenario in which a central control entity is present, having a global view
of the instantaneous network status and traffic requests, and being able to compute
the best network configuration and to coordinate devices to achieve such configuration.
These assumptions limit the applicability and deployment of centralised solutions to
specific cases, considering current and foreseen network technologies. Distributed so-
lutions have hence been developed and evaluated. In particular, we proposed different
solutions to account for different levels of coordination among nodes, and different kinds
of exchanged information. The proposed solutions resulted in stable network behaviors,
when considering real network scenarios. Moreover, they resulted able to achieve en-
ergy savings comparable to the ones of centralised solutions, while keeping network
performance under control.
6.2 Future Work Directions
Despite we did our best in making this work as complete as possible, inevitably, there
are points that we did not deal with yet, for lack of time. In the following, we report issues
that we think represent still open points, and that we would like to pursue in the future.
Energy-Aware Routing
The problem of energy aware routing may also be formulated as a robust network-
design problem, in which, potential failure devices (i.e., links and/or nodes) correspond
to devices that can be switched off. It may hence be possible to define different working
statuses, each one of which corresponds to a specific set of devices being powered off.
In this case, it may be possible to optimize the design process as a global optimization
over the different possible working statuses. An analysis of such formulation may be
interesting, especially to evaluate the trade off between energy saving and network
robustness. Actually, an explicit evaluation of the solution robustness is missing also for
what concerns the current and classical solutions for the energy-aware routing problem.
For what concerns the evaluation of the criticality of network devices, as defined in
Chapter 4, it would be interesting to analyse the time evolution of the criticality rank-
ing, especially when considering network scenarios including nodes subject to different
night/day behaviors (e.g., network spreading across different time-zones). In a similar
variable scenario, it would also be interesting to evaluate the correlation between dif-
ferent, but close in time, resource consolidation solutions. An high number of network
reconfigurations may, indeed, degrade the network performance (i.e., each reconfigu-
ration requires a new convergence period for the routing protocol). Different tradeoffs
between energy savings and number of network reconfigurations may hence be pre-
cisely defined and evaluated. Finally, the impact of such network reconfigurations on
traffic should be precisely evaluated (e.g., routing protocol convergence time, or even-
tual traffic losses, depending on the technological scenario).
Distributed Solutions for Energy-Aware Routing
In our work, we proposed distributed solutions for the energy-aware routing problem,
which allow avoiding the need of a central control entity, coordinating the network con-
figuration, and having a global knowledge of the network traffic flows. Furthermore,
distributed solutions drastically reduce the problem complexity with respect to the cen-
tralised ones. Modeling such distributed solutions as evolutionary games (or as perfect
information games) may allow a better understanding of the algorithm convergence, and
of the eventual steady states.
Further distributed solutions may be defined considering different levels of available
information at nodes. For instance, higher level of information may be considered, as
supposing nodes collecting information about the set of active destinations for the traf-
fic they are routing. Similar information availability may allow achieving higher energy
saving, by loosing (or dynamically adapting) the connectivity check constraints.
Finally, a detailed evaluation of the overhead coming with the distributed solutions
for energy-aware routing, and of its practical issues, represents a necessary step to-
ward any real implementation. For this purpose, we are currently working on a testbed
implementation of the proposed solutions.
Energy-Aware Network Design
The current network design techniques are based on the peak foreseen traffic requests.
It would be interesting to evaluate how the network design process changes, when
taking into account the possibility of successive dimensioning according to the variable
network load (i.e., energy-aware routing). This process will include a design based on
a set of traffic matrixes, covering the all foreseen traffic variations, instead of the sole
peak traffic matrix.
We believe that the criticality index for network devices, as introduced in Chapter 4,
may be profitably used also in the network design process. It may allow, for instance,
to distribute the criticality as much as possible among network devices (i.e., introduce
back-up devices aside the most critical ones, and remove the less critical devices, taking
into account the corresponding investment).
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